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200] SATURN L300
PERFORMANCE SEDAN

l82-liorsept)wer, 3.0-lirerV-6

Four-wtiecl disc brakes

Amidock brakes with 
Tracriou Control

Four-speed automatic

Leather Appointments

Power windows, locks and 
heated exterior mirrors

Six-way power driver's seat

AM/FM/CDrcassette with 
amplifier, suh-woofcr 

and premium speakers

Remote keyless entry

Security System

Cruise control

Alloy wheels

Sport-tuned suspension

Foglamps

Dent-resistant polymer 
doors and fenders

M.S.R.P. $22,140

www.saturn.com

A Different Kind of Company.
A Different Kind of Car.

Other upttuni. uix ttnd license are extra. lSOO-.^22-SOOO ©2000 Saturn Corporation.



Our personality, philosophy and way of doing business is the same today 

ten years ago. That hasn’t changed, and w^e suspect it never will. 

What’s changed are the cars. The L-Series are made unlike our other Saturn 

models. They’re roomier, more responsive, more luxurious, and to be honest, 

they’re more expensive. But when you compare them to cars with the

as It was

features, they’re still thousands less.same
Because, like every Saturn, the L-Series gives you a lot for your money.

Guess that’s another thing about us that’s not going to change.

SATIRN





DAVID YURMAN

Fine Jewelry • Timepieces • Mens Accessories

THE FLAGSHIP STORE
729 MADISON AVENUE AT 64th STREET NEW YORK 212-752-42552
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First Principle: Moderne 119 
TwcntieS'Twcnties Vision 120
A Manhattan couple turn their town house 
into an easy-to-live-in monument to 
early modernism, skillfully integrating their 
original pieces and reproductions.
BY SUZANNE SLESIN

The Power of Red 130
A wild menagerie enlivens 
the mural that interior 
decorator Juan Pablo Molyneux 
created for John Landrum 
Bryant’s apartment.
BY SUZANNE SLESIN

Y in the Sky 138
To maximize the views 
of the surrounding Catskill 
mountaintops, architect Steven 
Holl designed a house in 
the shape of the letter “Y.”
BY PHILIP NOBEL

Classical Lines 146
More than fifteen generations of Corsinis have 
enjoyed the Renaissance symmetry of their garden.
BY MARELLA CARACCIOLO

Cool . Collected 154
If you’re looking for a present for someone 
with specific tastes, or want to start someone 
off on the collecting path, here are some 
dazzling offerings for your shopping list.

Magnetic North 166
A simple, sleek beach house created by the late 
Danish designer Poul Kjaerholm and his wife, 
Hanne, is a shrine to Scandinavian modernism.
BY WENDY MOONAN

Savoir Vivre 174
Tourists may visit their chateau, but the Count 
and Countess de Nicolay keep it from feeling 
like a museum by filling it with family life.
BY JUDITH WARNER

ON THE COVER:
STYLED BY ADAM QLASSMAN

THE POWER OF RED, PHOTOGRAPHED BY MELANIE ACEVEDO.
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DO YOU HOLD IT / DO YOU WEAR IT \



DO YOU SIP IT / DO YOU INVEST IN IT?
YOUR, world is full of investment 
opportunities. From stocks to 
mutual funds, Schwab is here 
day and night to help you 
RESEARCH/DEVELOP/CREATE 
a portfolio you can believe in.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
TODAY. Receive a free 
Schwab Mutual Fund Select
List—one of many advice
tools to help you choose
from historically high-per
forming funds. Stop by one
of our 360 offices, visit us
at schwab.com/yourworld
or call 1-800-540-7269,

Charles Schwab
creating a world of smarter investors
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The Acura 3.2TL. First, a n aggressive, 225-horsepower V-6 VTEC”‘ engine with 5-speed automatic 

Sequential SportShifF to blow past your buddies. Then, a sumptuous leather-appointed interior, Acura/Bose”

Acura, Tl,, VTEC and Se<jueiiUnJ SptirlSIiift me trademarks of Muiida Motnr Co., Lid. Bostt is a re^tered trademark of Bose Corporution. Make an intelligem decision. Fasten your seat bell.



Music System and heated seats to make your boss jealous. Behold, a car that deftly straddles those oh-so-precious 

years between the mail room and the corner office. There. How tough was that, dude? ®ACURA
(9 2000 Acuca DivUioB of American Honda Motor Co- Inc. For mare information on our vehicles, call 1-800-T0-ACURA or take a trip lo our Weh .tile an the Internet at acura.com.
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IS THIS:
A) LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD VISITING 

HER GRANDMA IN QUEENS

B) THE LATEST FROM SALVATORE FERRAGAMO

C) A MAN WITH A LATE-NIGHT 

HANKERING FOR SQUASH

e LUXURYcom
Know what is, know what isn't"'

Find the finest brands and the latest fashion news from the insiders at www.eLUXURY.com.
An affiliate of LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton-the world's leading luxury-products group.





IS THIS:
A) BEHIND THE SCENES AT ONE OF 

THOSE SURVIVAL SHOWS

B) THE LATEST FROM CHRISTIAN DIOR

C) SHIPWRECKED MAN TRYING TO 

TRADE BANANAS FOR SEX

e LUXURYcom
Know what is, know what isn't.’"

Find the finest brands and the latest fashion news from the insiders at www.eLUXURY.com.
An affiliate of LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton-the world's leading luxury-products group.



The answer Is B: Handbag. Christian Dior. Watches, Bvigarl.
Champagne, Dorn Perignon. Flutes, Baccarat. Caviar.
Connoisseur Brands. Available at www.eLUXURY.com



welcome
LINEN VIRGIN

OLiDAY TIME. Time to open up the closets and armoires and cabinets and 
sideboards and any other place stuffed with all your beautiful linens, and set 
a proper table. You know the kind: it dazzles in the candle flames, silver 
sparkling, crystal glinting, swaths of linen absorbing the creamy light so that 
your meal, your guests, your rooms are bathed in a radiant, enchanting glow.

This is the table you set long be different. I lusted after those linens for years; I stole a set 
before dinner begins, sorting when I went to college, but after all that idle time in the

closet, they had fallen into a brittle, yellowed old age.
Last summer, Nicole and I were on one of our ritual hunts 

through a flea market, searching for more linen. We had 
brought with us a childhood friend who was a real linen virgin; 
she had never had any use for the stuff, but indulged us for the 
pleasure of our company. We were determined to convert our 
innocent friend—we all know it is more exciting to shop if 
everyone is in on the hunt. Judy was no match for the -wizardry 
of my sister, a sales geni-us. Nicole had stumbled on a unique 
marketing tool for antique linen. “Look!” I heard her say to 
Judy. “Here’s an E. Perfect. Your maiden name.” A little later 
she found a B for a grandmother, an R for an aunt, another E, 
and before long, to my astonishment, she had re-created 
an entire family tree of sheets, pillowcases, and tablecloths 
for Judy. And then she made another one for herself. We stag

gered home with our haul, arms 
full of the gifts we had never been 
given from our mother’s closets. 
We had found them for ourselves.

That evening, Nicole set the 
table at Judy’s house for a big cel
ebratory reunion dinner. Judy’s 
husband glanced into the dining 
room. “What? Paper napkins?” 

Nicole sighed wearily. “Linen’s 
too much trouble.”

I 1 out the cutlery and the stem- 
ware, lingering over the

china patterns, filling saltcellars, gossiping about the seating, 
arranging flowers, fitting candles into place.

You’ve aired the linen, ironed out the creases, made sure the 
napkins don’t bear traces of last Thanksgiving’s lipstick. The 
whole thing takes hours; the meal seems to last moments. And 
when it comes time to launder, iron, and fold away every piece 
of linen, it’s no wonder you aren’t sure if it was worth all the 
fuss. Luckily, as with childbirth, you soon forget the labor.

My sister and I have a linen fetish. (I also have a china 
fetish—I simply cannot resist a gorgeous plate; Nicole has 
a shoe fetish, and her closet looks like a South American 
cattle ranch. But these are other stories.) I think these 
things are hereditary. My mother’s closets are filled with 
toppling piles of heavy old linens 
from France, sheets and tablecloths 
thickly embroidered with myste
rious initials of mysterious names.
In an era of acid-colored no-iron 
percale, my mother’s noble linens 
never saw the light of a candle.
No matter how much we begged 
her to use them (probably because 
we loved the idea of everything 
in party dress), my mother had 
given up on things that demanded 
so much care. Naturally, we were 
scornful of her unwillingness to 
trade trouble for ceremony. And, 
the way all children do when they 
judge their parents, we vowed to

5

Dominique Browning, editor
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Katya’s mom no longer worries where her next meal is coming from.
Thanks in part to the Philip Morris Companies, Katya’s mom knows she can always get free food 

from the food pantry. Over the past decade, Philip Morris has given over $350 million in donations 

and food - including many of our brands like Kraft Macaroni & Cheese, Post Cereals and JelkO - 

to help feed the hungry. To learn more, visit philipmorris.com. Working to make a difference.

THE PEOPLE OF THE PHILIP MORRIS COMPANIES

02000 Philip Moms Companies Inc,
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seal, obey all speed laws ar>d dnve responsibly, fcf more information call 800-USA-LEXUS (800*872-5398)
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Z3the newly styled 2001 RX 300 is an incredibly effortless experience. Visit lexus.com for more three-letter acronyms. >2



letters
glass act young love
THANK YOU for the marvclous 
September cover and “Luxury List,” 
which showcased the delicate beauty 
of the mouth-blown glass ofWilliam 
Gudenrath. I have had the pleasure 
of seeing Mr. Gudenrath create these 
luminous pieces—he works 
entirely alone, and watching 
him is like viewing a ballet 
with molten glass.

“rooms to grow” {August} 
brought to mind the velocity of 
years—so let’s enjoy every stage of 
our children’s lives!

MRS. MALLO 

Staten Island, NT

CLAIRE KAHN 

Roslyn Heights, NT

a modernist master
I AM WRITING to tell you 
how much I enjoyed reading 
Deborah Needleman’s article 
about the career of Robert 
L. Zion {“Return to Zion,”
September]. It was relatively 
short, but it managed to convey 
the essence of him better than 
any of the other articles I have 
read about him, his life, and 
his work. The second reason I 
am writing is that I am Bob 
Zion’s sister, and I wanted you 
to know how much his family, 
in particular, appreciated the 
article. It was honest but gentle 
in describing Bob, and obviously Ms. 
Needleman was moved by his work.
He couldn’t have hoped for a better 
review of his style and career. Thank you.

NAOMI Z. SCHULMAN 

Stanford, CA

Beat
the holiday

blues.
Then whip.
puree and
pulverize Elegance and restraint are perfectly 

joined in Robert Zion's Samuel Paley Park.
them.

I JUST RECEIVED my second issue 
of House ir Garden, and I love it. My 
aunt is an interior designer, and 
my dad is an architect and artist.
I think I get my love of color, 
design, and architecture from 
them. I’m 14 and your magazine 
has inspired me and made me 
appreciate beautiful things that I 
would have never seen.

Feast your eyes on
oster.com for tons of

soul foodtips, decorating ideas and 

recipes. From eggnog to 
cranberry salsa, we’ll 
help you frappe those 
blues away.

ALTHOUGH I ENJOY your magazine,
I must admit that as the coordinator 
of an alternative public school for 
emotionally disturbed youth, the price 
range of the items is far beyond my 
reach. I do not, however, subscribe to 
the magazine to dream—I subscribe to 
read the editorials. Dominique Browning 
doesn’t write about decorating, she 
writes about life. She takes pieces of 
cloth and wood and makes them reflect 
the experiences of humanity Thank 
you for the few moments you bring 
to me each month.

CATHERINE STEELE

Larkspur, CA

PLEASE WRITE US 3X House & Garden 
(4 Times Square, New York, NY 10036). We 
also accept letters by E-mail (letters® house- 
and-garden.com) and fax (212-286-4977). 
Include your name, address, and daytime 
phone number. All submissions become the 
property of House & Garden and will not be 
returned; they may be edited and published 
or otherwise used in any medium.

1

§ DEBBIE SISCO 

St. Joseph, MOwww.oster.com
HOUSE S. GARDEN • DECEMBER 2000
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ANDERS OVERGAARD
For this Danish photographer who lives in New 
York but spends summer in his native country, 
photographing the house of modernist architects 
Hanne and Poul Kjaerholm (“Magnetic North,” 
page i66) was a wonderful homecoming, 
although it was a departure from his mainstays— 
portraits and fashion. “My dad was an 
architect and worked with the same people 
the Kjaerholms did,” Overgaard says. “The house 
where I grew up was inspired by theirs. It 
was wonderful to meet Hanne finally. I felt that, 
if not family, we were at least friends.”

(A

<

ROBERT POLIDORI
A regular contributor to House & Garden 
and The New Yorker, this French-Canadian 
recently relocated from Paris to New York. 
His highly saturated color photographs 
of grand and decaying buildings in places 
such as Cuba, Lebanon, and Brazil were 
exhibited in a one-man show at Pace/ 
MacGill Gallery in the fall. For “Y in the 
Sky” (page 138), Polidori dramatically 
captured the complex spaces of a Catskills 
retreat designed by architect Steven Holl.

STEWART FEREBEE
“I always think of photographs as the moment 
between nostalgia and anticipation,” says 
this New York photographer, whose theory 
makes him the perfect choice to capture historic 
houses, decorated for the holidays, in a 
community fighting to preserve itself (“Iron 
City Revival,” page 86). He felt a kinship 
with his subjects, havinggrovm up in a household 
he describes as “mad for Christmas.” Last 
summer, a solo show of his travel-related work 
was held at Robin Rice, a Manhattan gallery

C t/i
o
u o

CU u

cu VICTOR SCHRAGER S!

Dividing his time between fine art and 
editorial projects, Schrager has been 
shooting still lifes for more than 25 
years. For “Cool + Collected” (page 
154), he teamed up with Jeffrey W. 
Miller to celebrate the most beautiful 
gifts of the season. “I’m haunted 
by the presence of objects,” says the 
photographer. ‘Jeffrey shares that love 
for their poetry, so my passion was 
unfettered.” The next exhibition of 
Schrager’s work will be in 2001 at New 
York’s Edwynn Hoidc Gallery —S.R.

HOUSE a. GARDEN • DECEMBER 2000
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Luxuries of the Garden September 21-23 Los Angeles n
To benefit Westside Children’s Center & Assistance League of Southern California®

Charlotte Frieze. Garden Editor,Chclw»4sc I
HoiS6& Garden. David Enienhiser, President, Wesiside
Childr^'s Cerrt^r and Carol Biondi; Katie Osterlogh
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INFINITE GREEN.

IROBERT ALLEN
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR FABRIC COLLECTIONS CALL YOUR DESIGNER OR 1-800-240-8189



Built; Roof pillars are engineered to support the weight of the vehicle. Air bags help protect in both front and side impacts.

Every advanced M-Class safety feature comes standard on all models. Bumper height is positioned for greater crash 

compatibility with smaller cars an SUV first. Destroyed: Head-on collision. Rollover. Side impact. Offset imp^t A safety ’ 

testing regimen of 24 different types of testing. More than any government requires. This is not just an SUV. This is a ^

Mercedes-Benz. For more information, call l-SOO-FOR-MERCEC^S or visit us at www.MBU^com.1

•Starting MSRP of 535,800 for an ML320 excludes $645 transportation charge, all taxes, title/documentary fees, registration, retailer prep charges, insurance, optional equipment, certificate of compliance 
SEATING POSITION FOR YOUR CHILD IS IN THE REAR SEAT, BELTED INTO AN APPROPRIATE, PROPERLY INSTALLED CHILD SEAT, OR CORRECTLY WEARING A SEAT BELT IF TOO LARGE FOR A CHILD SEAT. A 
LARGE FOR A CHILD SEAT SHOULD NOT USE THE FRONT SEAT. SEE OWNER'S MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL WARNINGS AND INFORMATION ON AIR SAGS, SEAT BELTS AND CHILD SEATS. BabySmart Is a



. noncompliance fees, and finance charges. Prices may vary by retailer. WARNING; THE FORCES OF A DEPLOYING AIR BAG CAN CAUSE SERIOUS OR FATAL INJURY TO A CHILD UNDER AGE 13. THE SAFEST 
CHILD UNDER t3 SHOULD NOT USE THE FRONT SEAT LANLESS THE CHILD IS BELTED INTO AN APPROPRIATE, PROPERLY INSTALLED BABYSMART- COMPATIBLE CHILD SEAT. A CHILD UNDER T3 WHO IS TOO

© 2000 Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC. A DaimlerChrysler Company

or

tradem8ri< of Siemans Automotive Company.
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domestic Miss

LETirSHINE
In the Hamptons, Lake Agawam's 
floating tree, ri^t, is a mini-miracle. 
■ Photographer Chip Simons shot 
an adobe house transformed 
by farolitos in Albuquerque. NM, 
below, and a funky display in 
Palm Desert, CA, bottom, that 
captures western holiday spirit.

RIVING AROUND tO gawk
at outrageously decorated
houses is an American holi
day tradition. From Beverly

Hills to Brooklyn, NY, many neigh
borhoods turn into tourist attractions. /
Kitsch is fme, but we love the purity of ''*4
New Madco's faroittos, paper bags filled with 
sand and votives. We cherish the restraint of the

radko rulessubtly lit evergreen, a Hamptons trademark. “My 
favorite thing about Christmas when I was grow
ing up was the floating trees,” says Laurie Lam- 
brecht, whose photograph of Lake Agawam, 
above, reflects the season’s simple pleasures.

I Ornament king Christopher 
; Radko (chrlstopherradko.com)
I is expanding his empire. 

Hostesses who really want to 
shine will covet his new 

' line of bejeweled sweaters 
($98 to $199), below. Baby 
boomeis like Al Gore, whose 
tree Radko decorated last 
year, will dig the Elght-Track- 
Love-Shack ($33), above, which 
isn’t so radical, given that 
Radko makes Kwanza and 
Hanukkah ornaments, too.

Holiday decorating is a communal joy, not a private affair
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B V LG A R I
CONTEMPORARY ITALIAN JEWELERS

San FranciscoSouth Coast Plaza

www.bulgari.com

OrlandoNew York

1-800 BVLGARI



DECK
Architect Hermes Mallea, near
right, and interior designer Carey
Maioney of M (Group) dress the
New York Pubiic Library’s Christmas
tree every year. BDuane Hampton
dishes up Christmas crackers for
guests at her holiday table, below.

HRisTMAS is the Olympics of decorating. Every year, designers must go 
farther, besting their previous efforts. Architect Hermes Mallea and interior 
designer Carey Maloney volunteer their services to the New York Public
Library. To fit the building’s grand scale, they encrust a mountainlike tree
with enormous pinecones, gathered in East Texas by Boy Scouts, Cub 

Scouts, and volunteers, organized by Maloney’s mother. “The pinecones just stick 
onto the branches—they’re like Velcro,” Maloney says. At home, he loves old- 
fashioned, multicolored lights rigged with a dimmer. “Kill them to ay percent, and 
it’s like a childhood fantasy,” he says. Architectural designer Laura Bohn studs her 
faux spruce swags with the largest Christmas balls she can find: “Then you don’t 
need as many.” Ronald Grimaldi, the president of Rose Gumming, hangs his tree with 
gold, green, amethyst, and red ornaments that, he says, are “almost the size of foot
balls.” But he uses something special on one of the fresh wreaths in his house: Russian 
ornaments that Nikita Khrushchev presented to President Eisenhower in the ’50s.

Decorators go all out for the holidays with goodwill and great big ornaments
Ironically, Laura Bohn uses 
artificial greens to decorate 
the mantels of her country 
home In Pennsylvania, right. 
“Natural spruce doesn’t last, 
and the fake stuff Is so good 
now," the architectural 
designer says. “I just swag 
that across, fix it with Httie 
nails, and start loading it up 
with ribbons and Christmas 
balls. Throw in a couple 
of votives, and you've got ft"
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How about ornaments to match the trim 
on curtains and chairs? New Ybrk's Tinsel 
Trading Company (22-730-1030) custom- 
makes cord balls ($15) in your colors.
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Tiffany & Co.
Introducing “TifFany Palladium” bone china duinerware.

information call 800-526-0649.Five-piece place settings, from $175 to $225. For more
Tiffany Bridal Registry is now on-line. Visit tiffany.com or weddingchannel.com.



A N I C H I N I
Fine Linens and Home Furnishings

Retail Store: 466 North Robertson Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90048 • 888,230.5388 
The Plaza@Preston Center, 4040 Villanova Drive, Dallas, TX 75225 

Also at ABC Carpet & Home, New York 212.473.3000 • Arrelle, Chicago 800.288.3696 
Sue Fisher King Co., San Francisco 888.81 1.7276 

Trade Inquiries: 800.553-5309 
Anichini.com



Designer Lawrence De Martino
(in NYC, 212-67&O045) creates
ornaments for 21st-century trees. His
cast-resin flower, above, is finished
with 23K goid ieaf, and is availabie
in other metals and finishes. This
trinket proves that goid doesn’t aiways
glitter—sometimes it just shines.

Innovative decorations for the contemporary Christmas are fresh and fabulous
m ODERN doesn’t havctobe 

minimal. Complex textures 
and subtle tones fit most 
contemporary interiors. For 
Elaine Tajima—John Martin 
and David Turner’s partner 

in Turner Martin, a home furnishings and residential 
design company—the two men created a cone- 
shaped “conceptual tree” tightly packed with tropical 
flowers. Many other less-is-more designers swear by

■
 wreaths and garlands made of magnolia 
leaves. Glossy green and bronze, the leaves 
are bold and understated when massed.

For a contemporary 
space that they designed, 
above, John Martin and 
David Turner made a 
conic “conceptual tree" 
with a complex texture. 
■Grant Rector's loose 
tulips and compact 
swags, right, are a fresh 
twist on red and green.
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a<I Illustrator John Pirman Is the 

Jonathan Adler of greeting cards. 
Last year, decorators gobbled 
up his cards featuring modernist 
furniture. We hope his new designs 
($15 for eight), at the MoMA 
Design Store (800-793-3167), will 
brighten our mailboxes this year.
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Which way do you go? Do you decide to rev the all-new Chrysler SebringSEBRING SEDAN
LXi Sedan's 200 horsepower 2.7 liter multi-valve engine and go straight?

Or go left and adjust the eight-way power driver's seat to view the scenery



whizzing by? Or go right and see if the songs coming out of its available 4-

disc-in-dash CD changer create a perfect sound track? Which way do you

go? Who cares? Just go. Call 1.800.CHRYSLER or visit www.chrysler.com.



1
BELIEVE IN A White Chtistmas,” says
designer Jennifer Post, whose clients
frequently ask her to decorate their mod
ern homes for the holidays. “I do simple
trees with white lights, and I put white

candles in every room.” She wraps votives in a
fine silver mesh, which “creates a more twin
kling holiday light.” And Post likes mulberry
branches, below, as well as paper-whites, which
don’t clash with the decor. Ironically, flowers
aren’t the linchpin of holiday decorating for
Chicago florist Marion Parry. “I’m thinking
lot about textiles this year,” says Parry, who runs
the New Leaf floral shops. “I’m thinking about
Far Eastern silks for draping on banisters and
wrapping around potted trees.





tJomestic Miss

t
OR GRANT RECTOR, holidaydccotat- 
ing is not about flowers. “If you use too 
many, it can look like a wedding,” the 
San Francisco event designer says. 
“Christmas is the season of sugarplums!” 
For one client last year, he created towering table- 
top trees out of candied fruit, below, and lady 
apples, right. At the home of Los Angeles interior 

designer Matthew White, fruited topiaries are the 
only trees. “I’m not crazy about a typical Christ
mas,” he says. “English-style decorations seem 
appropriate only when you have English weather.”

The most delectable decorations taste and smell as good as they look
S^eet sensation

Lisa Jackson gets holiday 
Inspiration at the 
wholesale flower market. 
“Last year, I found 
wonderful cabbage 
flowers," says the designer, 
whose daughter, Quinn, 
left, approved of her 
mother’s fresh approach. 
“Besides white lights, 
they were the only 
ornaments for my tree in 
New York," notes Jackson, 
who co-owns Blanc, a 
Manhattan antiques 
store (212-593-0117).

There are now tree 
lights to suit any taste. Kurt S- Adler Inc. (in 
NYC, 212-924-0900) makes cellophane-wrapped 
peppermints (about $13.50 for a set of ten) 
as well as strings of candy canes and lobsters.
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Draw the 
S 1"he first signs of aging

PRIMORDIALE INTENSE E
FIRST LINE AGE DEFENSE EYE TREATMENT ^

An intensified eye treatment with reinforced ingredients to help minimizeNEW

the first signs of aging.

• Hydrates instantly to soften skin and help to reduce the appearance of fine lines,

• Nanocapsules® of pure Vitamin E help insulate skin against future damage to
stay younger-looking.

RESULT : In just 8 days, skin is softer and smoother. Over time, the appearance of 
fine lines is delayed and the first signs of aging are reduced.I

j-

BELIEVE IN BEAUTY TM

\

PRIMORDIALE INTENSE

Line Age Eye
lancOme

LANCOME ^visit us at www.lancome.com
PARIS

. 4 ••



c^omestic Miss

SANDfiflELPER

Twelve elves turn a Greenwich house into a winter wonderland

d
AVID TUTERA (davidtutera.com), a special events designer 
whose clients include Joan Lunden andTommy Hilfiger, makes 
dreams come true. THE WISH “Last Christmas, one client asked 
me to decorate her entire house, a beautiful old mansion in 
Greenwich with twelve fireplaces.” THE SOLUTION “I decided 

that each mantel would have a different theme. I did monkeys and rabbits 
in the living room. The dining room has a Victorian flair, so we used icicles 
and snowmen there. We did teddy bears in the family room that they call 
the playroom. Each bedroom had a fruit motif” THE ELVES Tutera needed 
a dozen helpers to create the winter wonderland. “We also come and take 
everything down and label and pack it away for next year.” PHILOSOPHY 
“The one thing I am traditional about is Christmas. Decorations should 
be elegant and should complement the interior decoration.”

Though David Tutera's 
style is over-the-top, It 
Isn’t outre. “I like big, 
lush Douglas fir trees with 
white lights, douppioni silk 
ribbons, and amaryllis," 
he says. What doesn't 
he like? "You know what 
I am going to say. I can't 
stand blinking lights."
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BDZZStoring firewood can be an art with
extraordinary containers by Michelle Rotman
Wood baskets—you can’t live without them,
but most of them you don’t want to live with.

Elegant and exotic, the
Nevertheless, we found some Impossibly chic Rattan Family Basket, $320,
containers for storing firewood next to the holds enough wood to
hearth. Consider alternative shapes and last all weekend. Coconut
materials, like an antique leather bucket or a Co., NYC, 212-539-1940,
wrought-iron table base. And a reproduction
painted tole bucket with gilt feet and handles
manages to make humble logs look luxe.

Susie Hilfiger uses this woven
rush basket with brass liner.
about $1,000, from Mallett PLC,
London. 011-44-207-499-7411
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Special Advertising Section

all through the house:
Holiday style, room by room
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This page:•#
Galaxy dlhnerware, 19.99-21.99
Gold charger plate, 4.99
Gold tray, 17.99 Gold plate rack, 12.99
Beaded Mwster set, 14.99
Red vase, 24.99. Velvet wine bag, 6.99
Gold Band Glasswore available in 15 oz
Tumbler, 12.5 oz Rocks Gloss, 12 oz
Wine, or7 oz Flute. Also available are
o 10" dinnerplote, an 8" salad plate, or
a 6" bowl. AILare priced at 3.99 each.



Add something new to your holiday table.
SOURDOUGH WAJfLES

2 cups sourdough starter 1-1/2 cup cake flour
l/^up sugar2/3 cup skim milk
2 tsp baking powder1/3 lb. butter-melted

2 eggs 1-1/2 tsp salt

1. Mix storter, milk, melted bi 'er and eggs
together.

2. In o separate bowl sift an ix all dry



Advertisement

This page: KITCHEN ESSENTIALS'
BY CALPHALON' hard-anodized
cookware with nonstick interiors and
tempered glass lids. 8-pc. set, 144.99
J.A. HENCKELS Forged Pro knives,
7-pc. block set, 149.99





holiday central



warm and welcoming retfeat
When guests have gone and the day's activities ore winding down.
relax in your private hideaway to wrap gifts, play a game or have a
cup of cocoa or tea while listening to favorite holiday ^pusic.

coaster set, 14.99. Blue vase, 29.99
Michael Groves Design tea set in polished Stained gloss frames, 12.99-14.99
stainless steel. Sugar and creamer, 24.99 Brushed metal champagne bucket,
Hot beverage server, 29.99 Glass tray, 29.99 19.99. Brushed metal tray, 24.99 target.comHardwood games. Chess/checkers set. Organza wine gift bag, 6.99
Chinese checkers set (not shown) Reindeer candle holder, 16.99



London Issue Celebration at Home House
September 25 London

CircKMse fron aiaNE-. Nicolo Favaretto Rubelli, Ruiseb' Fafertcj. Lauren Hwang.
for HiiactiHixis’ £ Gafce~. Charles Chewning. Associate Scav Prop

Bedner Timothy Gosling. nrrw4nr oL^avitfXinteFV & Ca.. Qa.. David
Liniey: CyoMa Frank, CorrtTrhirtingzEeaKr, ttuse & GanKri Alidad Mahloudji,
Dsignar: Dominique fimwniic mitnr Haase A Gafdect. Stephen Elrod.
Vice President. .Lee.JctB, Susan Becher. Susan Beeher Buffi; ReialioHs.

Fourth Annual Luxury Breakfast at The Four Seasons
' 'September 7 New York

Clockwise from tfTp~h~**; House & Garden Luxury Breakfast: David
Brooks. Author Ba^s in Paradise: The iVo» Upeer Class tSztiaw

j-ihev Gift r^iSfet-Brenda Saget. ruMmher. House & Garden. Adrian
Kahan. ^ic£ Ptesttimi, r il|ili Liiiiii i limi i Suzanne Slesin. Design' •V.;
ferittor. House < GaPiSen; Robert Titley, Dweigr ComrrTiir'itions

K Maura Curry, House & Garden.USA,
William Li. Aasoeiatg Mdosb & Garden. I,
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domestic Miss

DDroiM
natural noel
Naturally, we’d think of 
logging onto garden.com 
for information about tak
ing cate of our paper-whites i 
and keeping our poinset- 
tias alive over the summer. 
And we’d head to the Web 
site for a wide assortment 
of amaryllis. So imagine 
our delight when we 
discovered that this site 
sells charming Christmas

There’s nothing worse than a 

gift that doesn’t look iike one. 
So we polled some of our 
favorite E-tailers to see what 
gift wrapping options ftiey 

were offering for the holiday 

season. 1 You get high-touch 
wrapping—orange paper and 
blue ribbon—for $3.49 from 

nlcehouseny.com, the virtual 
component of Michael Doneff’s 

sweet Greenwich Village shop 

that sells new and vintage 

home furnishings, 2 As befits 

its name, eluxury.com ships 
presents, from makers like 

Louis Vuitton and Bulgari, in 
luxurious heavyweight silver 

boxes (bearing an uncanny 

resemblance to ones used by 

New York's estimable Bergdorf 

Goodman). The boxes are 
free, and larger ones come tied 

with swaths of purple ribbon.

3 cooking.com makes it 
worth your while to order 

multiple gourmet gifts; its 

classy wrapping—available 

in subtle shades of blue, 
green, or cream—is $3.50 

for the first box and just $1 for 

subsequent items. 4 For $5, 

eziba.com, the global crafts 
bazaar, will wrap your gifts 

in deep red paper tied with 

jute ribbon and adorned 

with a hand-shaped amulet 
(symbolizing the handmade 

gift inside). 5 rooml2.com. 
a hip on-line travel agent 

that also sells high-design 

clock radios and flight bags, 

doesn’t charge for its handsome 
matte silver box and elastic 

ribbon, which signal that 
the object inside is as cool as 
Yule can be.

ornaments such as
blown-glass carrots and 

green beans in stocking 
caps (Si6 each), as well as 

^ .• miniature red-handled garden 
- tools ($i8 for a set of seven) that 

let you literally trim the tree.

1
1

I

hanukkah help
What makes thejewfsh 
museum.org different from all 
other museum Web sites? It 
has not one but two on-line gift 
stores: the Cooper Shop, which 
offers traditional Judalca as well 
as books, jewelry, and CDs; and 
Celebrations, a design store, 
which sells items like the Crayon 
Box Menorah ($425), left, by 
contemporary Israeli artist Emil 
Shenfeld. His clever creation 
allows you to store all the 
candles you need for the eight 

days of Hanukkah. The site's 
inventory is diverse and 

extensive, so you’ll 
^ be able to find 

presents for eight 
days of gift giving, too.

z
s<

sleJ heaven o
I

For those lucky enough to reside where a white Christmas 
is a distinct possibility, kld-«-sport.com has i 
an alternative to Flexible Flyers. This site, j 

devoted to sporting families with preteen 
children, has a slew of sleds and snowshoes.
One of our favorites Is the red plastic easy-to- 
carry-up-a-hill Swiss Bob ($20), right, which parents in ^ 
our office are hoping to try out themselves this winter.

o:

o
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Special-delivery desserts by Lora Zarubin
1 rareiy have enough time to bake during the holiday season, and
you probably don't either. Nevertheless, this Is the time to indulge
your friends and family with special desserts. These seven mail-order
finds are contemporary variations on the classics that you can serve
at your own parties or confidently send as gifts. (Unlike cookies,
they won't arrive In crumbs!) Because they are handmade, quantities
are limited. So check your list twice and order early.

Oakland’s redoubtable June
Taylor bakes a delicious
limited-edition organic Eat enough of the
Christmas Cake ($23; in CA Tennessee Ritzy Rum
510-923-1522), which she Cake ($18.95; 800-
wraps in cheesecloth and RUM-CAKE) and you’ll
bright green hand-stenciled start slurring your words.
paper. This is one fruitcake This is old-fashioned
you won't want to give away! comfort food for good

or boys and girls.

I he Nuss Torte from L.A.
Burdick Chocolates ($19;
www.burdickchocolate.com)£
tastes like Christmas—a

O gorgeous mix of walnuts,
honey, and lavender.
wrapped in an exquisite
shortbread crust,

I had my first King’s Cake (a.k.a. Twelfth
Night Cake) years ago in Arles, and the

one from New York’s Payard Patisserie
($20: 212-717-5252) is even better.

Buried beneath the puff pastry
and almond paste is a charm;

whoever finds it gets to wear
the paper crown and be
monarch fora day.

Straight out of Brooklyn, NY,

Steve's Authentic Key Lime
Pie ($17.99; www.keylime.
com) is a refreshing alterna
tive to chocolate and nut
desserts. Served with whipped
cream, it's rich and festive.

In Siena, no holiday meal
is complete without a nutty.
crunchy Pan Forte. Thanks
to Nancy Silverton of La Brea

From Lola's, a young bakery
Bakery (in CA, 323-939-6813),

in Berkeley. CA, comes a Persimmon
no American table has to

Pudding ($33.95; 510-558-8600) that's
be without one either ($12

not as dense as its plummy English
for a four-incher).

forebears. Even so, this all-American
Oversion is brilliant served with a
otraditional hard sauce. s
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Co nee Sp^ was the first modern florist
^ by Carolina IrvingC4l[r

C4>| '#1 Jii Where would we be with

out Constance Spry (1886- 

1960)? The mother of mod

ern floral design, she shook 

up the stuffy salons of 

post-World War I London 

with her uninhibited pas
toral compositions, and the 

world of flower arranging 
has never been the same. 
Out went the overwrought 

hothouse blooms and prim 
Victorian posies favored by 

her contemporaries. Spry 
set out asymmetrically fitted clusters of 
wildflowers, pods, grasses, and tousled 
foliage in what were then considered shock

ingly unorthodox containers—stone 

urns, teacups, bamboo shafts. The 1928 
opening of her shop caused a sensation, 

and earned her the loyalty of such 

clients as the prince of Wales, 

Wallis Simpson (Spry did her 

wedding), and Syrie Maugham. 
Today, in an era of self-conscious archi

tectural arrangements and formal color 

groupings, what could be more refreshing 
than the spirit of one who appreciated 

the lacy beauty of elder

berry stalks or the unex

pected drama of a clutch 
of kale leaves?

o
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: A soft cloud of 
stripped elderberry%H:'

I
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f935: A Warwick ?
vase with green 
love-lies-bleeding

i.
■tf. ^

-Ti, dm
2000; Floral 
event designer Antony 
Todd's play on a 
classic Spry set piece, 
above. Chris GiFtos. 
floral master df the 
Metropolitan n|useum 
of Art, riffs on ttvof 
Spry’s “more 14 more" 
moments, righL v.
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L»: 1937: Long before planting 
ornamental cabbage 
became the rage. Spry saw 
beauty in the variegated 
leaves of kale, above.
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by Lygeia Grace

NEUTRA-THE 
COMPLETE WORKS
(Taschen, $150) Archi
tectural historian Bar
bara Lamprecht has 
gathered almost 300 of 
the ilber-modernist’s pri
vate homes, schools, and 
public buildings into 
this sure-to-be-coveted, 
limited-edition volume.

T AFRICAN STYLE

(Clarkson Potter.
$32.50) For Shame
Algotsson, decorating

European
Cottage

with African style can, 
filling S:be as subtle as

a vase with agapanthus,C4 a flower native to the
C>5 continent, or as brash as

covering a Scandinavian
sofa with mud doth.

▲ SUBURBAN RENEWAL (Viking Studio. $34.95) Instead of 
tearing down, pick up this irresistible book of real estate transfor
mations—a ranch becomes a villa, a cape goes contemporary.

< PHILIP JOHNSON & TEXAS
(University of Texas Press, 
$39.95) "Texas is my favorite 
country," Johnson writes in the 
foreword to Frank D. Welch’s 
chronicle of the legendary 
architect’s 50-plus years of 
innovation in the Lone Star State. 
"All my important work is there."

£
o

TO ORDER any of the books above, call 800-266-5766, Dept. 1820.

REQUIRE READING

architect hugh newell jacobsen’s hit list
A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE by Sir 
Banister Fletcher (Scribner’s) “This Is 
without a doubt the most important book 
In my library. It has descriptions, floor plans, 
and elevations of practically every important 
building through the twentieth century."
IN THE NATURE OF MATERIALS: THE 
BUILDINGS OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT 
1887-1941 by Henry-Russell Hitchcock 
(Da Capo) “This wide-ranging book 
was supervised by FLW. Photographs, 
floor plans, and ‘Hitchcockian’ English 
offer a brilliant study.”

LOUIS I. KAHN: IN THE REALM OF ARCHI
TECTURE by David B. Brownlee and 
David G. De Long (Rlzzoll) “Kahn was 
the greatest American architect since 
Wright. Here his philosophy, sketches, 
and architecture are described.”
THE SHINGLE STYLE by Vincent Scully Jr. 
(Yale University Press) “This landmark 
work describes the birth of the first truly 
American architecture. Its signatures— 
the balloon frame, wood shingles, paned 
windows—are a particularly American 
contribution to the profession.”
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bECQASr
by Paul Fortune

Roger Henry’s pet portraits, which are 
a hoot. His subjects include director 
Gus van Sant’s cat. Mr. Henry’s style is 
classic, but he’s not averse to working 
in the manner of another artist, such as 
Hopper or Benton. Most arresting is a 
portrait of his own dog, Aubrie, after 
Kertesz’s “Satiric Dancer’’ Magda. 
You might hire Rachelle Oatman, who 
will paintyour pooch in your favorite 
couture outfit, or Beau Bradford, who 
can give it the Warhol treatment.

Among Tinseltown’s petless, the 
home is u-sually the most cherished 
possession, and it can be rendered by 
one of Guggenheim’s stable in a vari
ety of styles. Jean-Maurlce Moulene’s 
renderings are a little wispy, if you like 
that sort of thing, but DJane Lawrence 

can produce something gutsier. Your choice— 
and, one hopes, your recipient’s pleasure.

By the time the 
Christmas farrago Is 
over, you're going 
to r»eed a little spiri
tual resuscitation, 
and I’ve got lust 
the place for you: 
Healing Waters, 
the brainchild of 
Jennifer Otto, who 
runs Beverly Hills 

Juice. Not long ago, Otto 
became obsessed with the 
healing possibilities of 
a system of colored waters 
that are said to help you 
become more conscious and 
clear about your life (and who 
doesn’t need that?). I v»as 
having a particularly harried 
day of road rage recently, but 
after having Jennifer anoint 
my aura with Lady Nada 
(don't get me started) vuater,
I floated through the rest of 
my day’s chores in a pink 
cloud of celestial bliss, bless
ing every dolt who cut me off. 
Earth Goddess Jennifer will 
instruct you to choose four 
colored essences. With the 
bottles in a specific order, she 
will “read" who you are and 
what you need to restore you 
to pre-Christmas vitality.
I, of course, picked divine 
(literally) olives, pinks, and 
violets, but there are 101 
colors, which makes It espe
cially entertaining for those 
of us in the design community.

Susan Sarandon, Alanis 
Morissatte.and Warren 
Beatty have all had their 
battered psyches replenished. 
And what a thoughtful 
gift for that poor decorator 
you’ve been abusing all year.

P.S. Stay away from the 
Jewel tones. Jennifer loves 
them, but they’re so '90s.

5

-4-^

You too can commission a
pet portrait by Roger Henry.

s THE OLD RHYME gocs: Christmas 
is coming, the goose is getting fat 
(Or is that jioar caboose.’)/Please to _ . .
put a penny in the old man’s hat (Or oOlc dlSTcl

d

was that a dry stick in his eye?).
Anyway, that season is back again, and Ange

lenos are trying to find the perfect gift (it better 
be bloody perfect, or you’re history, sister) for the 
wretch who green-lighted their project at Para
mount and for the stylist who made them unrec
ognizably gorgeous at the Oscars.

Making this game even more onerous 
are the strict rules for a Hollywood gift: The slippers that 
It has to be unique or huge (as in too Francis Coppola 
big to wrap); it should be custom-made gs''® f® friends 
and expensive; and it should be hand- 
delivered on Christmas Eve by someone cute 
wearing a uni form.

Let the game begin. i

The ultimate custom gift is a commis- j sion, and the most personal commission is 
a portrait by .someone renowned. The 
most amusing portrait is of your pet or 
your new trophy manse.

Barbara Guggenheim, an art consultant, 
owns a company called Portraits by Artists 
and helps clients find their dream por
traitist. Her stable of artists includes David

A cozy pair of slippers has become a traditional 
Chri.stmas gift, but it’s a little . . . predictable. 
Clever entrepreneur Kelly Lebwith knew she 
could do better and .started her company Souls 
to show us just how.

Souls slippers come in a huge array of colors 
and fabrics and can be customized for you, your 

corporation, or your jet.
This goes down very well in Holly

wood, where execs have their plane’s 
tail numbers embroidered on slip
pers, with matching throw rugs and 

hot water bottle covers in case it gets a Ut- 
^ tie nippy up in the strato-sphere.

It doesn’t hurt that Kelly has con
tributed to some high-profile charities, 
including Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s River- 
keepers, and that Souls are made 

^ without killing animals.
That’s why R.E.M.'s Michael Stipe 

loves to slop around in them, as do 
Femme Fatale Nikita Peta Wilson. 
Oprah Winfrey, and Martha Stewart. 
For Christmas last year, Francis 
Coppola gave custom navy panne- 

[ velvet slippers, lined in grape-colored 
silk and embroidered in silver with 
his Niebaum-Coppola Estate Win
ery logo. Keep your fingers crossed 

that you make it onto his list this year.
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Salle (want to look all post-modern, 
twisted, and fetal?) and Julian Schnabel 
(want to be rendered in cracked china i 
with antlers for hair?). '

Better stick to that kitty or budgie or 
ferret or llama. Y)u might give one of
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cJorhestic Miss
mn

TOOLTIDE
We asked four expert 
gardeners to suggest 
their favorite presents 

—Stephen OrrWell-designed garden gifts 
Include Wavy Bladed shears,

I., far left, $69, from Smith &
I' Hawken; nursery trowel, left,

$9, from Lee Valley Tools; and . 
a Cape Cod weeder, below,
$19, from Gardenscape Tools.

I
^ l!

II-

■■ J'lli”..
\ ■ I •

IiJfi l:l
I of rabbit stew. The spade’s 

\\ narrow blade and short han-
!' die are perfect for digging

holes for perennials.
■ ; . The last thing a friend

with dry-laid paving should 
I do is dislodge it by pulling 

weeds out of the cracks. He 
should cook them instead.

■ , The Primus Gardener Weed 
^ Destroyer (S47, A. M. Leon- 
:iji ard Inc., 800-543-8955; 

www.amleo.com) is a mini- 
flamethrower that turns the 
offending greenery a satisfy
ing black. Soon, the weeds 
simply blow away, leaving 
bricks intact.

I collect glass garden 
cloches, ($10 to $325, English 
Creek Gardens. 800-610-

: I ■ “My favorite tool is a 
Japanese long-range pruner 
given to me by a friend 
who is very short, but I 
found it works beautifully 
for tall people as well."
Mac Griswold, Garden 
Writer, New York, NY

I

I'

i

\
V

<JI

■ “The very best tool is 
a high-quality border spade 
from Spear & Jackson.
It will last forever."
James Grigsby, Garden 
Consultant, Wilmette, IL

I 1

8610; www.englishcreek 
gaidens.com) but until last 
summer, I never used one. .

Gifts for the finely tooled gardener by Carol King Lacking a cold frame, I 
plopped a cloche over a pot 

of boxwood cuttings and placed them in the shade 
for several months. Today I have the makings of a dSdSpiE 
jazzy box hedge. The gift of a cloche and a jar of 
rooting hormone is like sending a friend a garden 
of free plants.

Chef Joyce Chen inadvertently produced a gar
den tool with her red-handled cooking shears.
These scissors prune shrubs, harvest flowers, and 
.snip through wire. The Joyce Chen Unlimited Scis
sors ($20, www.kitchenemponum.com; 888-858- 
7920) are easy to mail in a padded envelope.

I swear by my Dutch (made in Japan) hand hoe 
the way some people swear by their Cape Cod 
Weeders ($19, Gardenscape Tools, 888-472-3266; 
www.gardenscape.on.ca). My Dutch Hand Hoe ($27,
Garden Creations, 720-733-1206; www.garden 
creations.com) nicks out weeds, cleans up edges, 
and digs holes for bulbs and annual.s.

Hands are indispensable for checking soil, 
pinching the tips of lanky seedlings, and tying up 
vines. If you are still at a loss about what to give 
gardeners, offer the promise of an extra hand.
They will like what comes attached to it best of all,

I,
u-i-

ARDENERS TEND TO GIVE gifts that 
they would like to receive themselves— 
fermented salmon oil, subscriptions 
to obscure plant societies. Gardeners 
already have Felco pruners. Haws water

ing cans, and shovels. When choosing a gift for a 
gardener, the trick is to come up with something 
extraordinarily useful or, at the very least, unusual 
or attractive. How hard can that be?

A trip to your local hardware store will turn up 
a little Bastard File ($4.95). You remember those 
six-inch steel files that people smuggled into pris
ons in 1940S B movies? Forget advice about need
ing a bench, a grinding wheel, and safety goggles to 
sharpen a shovel. Simply whip out your Bastard 
File and in three or four minutes you can give any 
shovel a nice sharp edge.

Speaking of crime, in the days when the lord 
of the manor owned everything, including the 
vermin underground, a lightweight Poacher’s 
Spade (S49, Smith & Hawken, 800-940-1170-, 
www.smith-hawken.com) was used by tenants 
to dig into burrows for the main ingredient

■ “People kid me about 
my trug. It may have 
seemed corny when I first 
received it, but now 
it’s my favorite thing.” 
Judy Kameon, Garden 
Designer, Los 4nge/es, CA

■ “it's advisable to figure 
out whether the person is 
a lefty or not, how tall 
they are, what their age is, 
and how much grunt work 
they really do in the garden. 
And avoid anything 
cute, small, and Japanese.” 
Robert Dash, Artist and 
Gardener, Sagaponack, NY

<
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MULTY. Sofa bed collection designed by Claude Brisson, Distinctive, understated furniture beautifully crafted in France. LIgne Reset 
offers versatile pieces created by top European designers. Visit one of our stores and experience the Innovation and subtle luxury of 
LIgne Roset, Shown with the Multy sofa bed. the Equilibre lamp designed by Christian Werner,

To find out more about LIgne Roset, please visit our website http://www.ligne-roset-usa.com or call 1-800-BY-ROSET for your 
nearest distributor or to order our current catalogue.

Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Dallas, Denver, Des Moines, Detroit, Houston, indlanapo'ls, Los Angeles, Miami 
Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Raleigh, Sacramento, St. Louis, San Francisco, San Juan PR, Seattle 
Washington DC, Westport CT, Calgary, Laval, Montreal, Ontario, Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg
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Navigator | Luxury isn't bound by rules.Which means the Control Trac®4WD system and 8,000 
pounds of towing capacity will serve you well even if shopping is your idea of an extreme sport. 

Visit lincolnvehicles.com, or call 800-688-8898,



SERENITY

Hellenic Urn $1,050

STEUBEN6 67 MADISON AT 6 I ST STREET, NEW YORK, NY
STAMFORD TOWN CENTER, STAMFORD. CT • AT THE CORNING MUSEUM OF GLASS, CORNING. NY 

FOR STORE HOURS AND INFORMATION. CALL 800.424,4240 OR VISIT US AT STEUBEN.COM



Jeffrey Bernett tulip chair in wooi feit, $2,250, B&B Italia, NYC. 800-872-1697.

i

I

t)oU, it’s SYhoUerin^, antJ You can use it anywhere 
in the house. It’s time to those home fires burning

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MARK WEISS aPRODUCED BY BROOKE STODDARD
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huntin^^^atherin^

1 Lacquered Llssoni Soho

cabinet, $3,677, Cappellini
Modern Age, NYC, 212-966-
0669, in front of a screen in
Christopher Hyland's Aegean
blue Millennium Damask.
Vases, from left: Veninl blue
crystal Sasso, $650, Royal
Scandinavia, NYC, 800-351-
9842; a '50s Italian bottle
neck, $595, Lorin Marsh, NYC,
212-759-8700; and Bloomie
Facette, $2,350, Cristal
Saint-Louis, 800-238-5522.
2 Stefano Galllzloli's Darwin
chaise longue, $4,342,
Domus Design Collection, NYC.
212-685-0800. 3 Crocodile-
embossed leather table, $900,
Charles McNutt, at Troy, NYC.
888-941-4777. 4 Albrizzl's
block Lucite lamp, $3,600,
Mrs. MacDougall, NYC. 212-
688-7754. 5 Didier Gomez
Nomade Express sofa bed
$2,635, Ligne Roset, NYC.
800-BY-ROSET. 6 Eames lounge
chair, $681, Herman Miller
for the Home. 800-646-4400.

color that has to
be tamed. It ranges 
from hot to cool

Robert Farrell
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New York

COACHHOLIDAY BY



u Red can be both 
accent and background. 

Red is about intensity,

huntin^^^atlierin^
F

fpassion”—Holly Hunt,

rowner. Holly Hunt r
rShowrooms

1 Philippe Hurel's Convention
stool, $2,645 plus the cost
of customer's upholstery,
Profiles, NYC. 212-689-6903.
2 Christian Liaigre's Mandarin
leather and wood chair,
$3,225, Holly Hunt, NYC.
212-755-6555. it sits next to
Spencer Fung's Tao cube table,
$1,500, atop Christopher
Farr's wool and mohair rug.
$4,726. both from Pucci, NYC.
212-633-0452. Rogers &
Goffigon Ltd.'s Putt! In camel
covers the wall. 212-888-3242.
3 Leather crocodile-print
coasters. $34 for a set of
four, DKNY. 212-223-DKNY.
4 Add warmth to any room
with a Claret sofa, $1,499,
Crate & Barrel. 800-996-
9960. 5 Reef rug, $4,032,
Diaiogica, NYC. 212-966-1934.
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Now that your bunny hopping and chicken dancing days are behind you, we’d like to give you 
25% off at Shoebuy.com. So come sign up with MasterCard Exclusives Online™ at mastercard.com

for everything else there’s MasterCard?there are some things money can’t buy. fijg



Red says
go, go, go. It’s

polished, yet edgy

iWave tiowls, $26 and $34, Entry
USA Inc., NYC. 212-734-4318.
2 Liselund table, $4,993, Country
Swedish, NYC. 212-838-1976.
Glasses, from bottom left: Holme
Gaard goblet, $400 for six, Capitol
Furnishings, NYC, 212-925-6760;
Elite Murano wineglass, $280,

Italian Pavilion, NYC, 212-
532-9031; Garnet wine

glass, $9.95, Crate &
Barrel. John Pomp's

Wine bowl, $130, Auto,
NYC. 212-229-2292.

Patrick Jouin’s Wave bowls
and plates for Glen, $261 for
a three-piece set. Baccarat.

800-777-0100. Boda Nova's Zenit
Soft flatware, Anders Ljungberg
for Royal Scandinavia, $39.99
a setting. 800-351-9842.3 Fret
cocktail table, $1,925, Christopher
Norman Inc., NYC. 212-644-4100.
4 Espresso machine, $499,

Broadway Panhandler, NYC. 212-
966-3434. 5 Martha Sturdy vase.
$278, Clodagh Collection, NYC.
212-780-5300. 6 Group One
chair by David Schaefer. $800,
Furniture Co., NYC. 212-352-2010.
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INTRODUCING THE 200-HP MAZDA TRIBUTE LX-V6
• 200-horsepower 3.0-liter DOHC 24-valve V6 engine.
• Electronically controlled 4-speed outomatic.
• 16" olloy wheels with P235/70R16 all-season tires.
• Sport-tuned MocPherson strut front suspension and 

multilink rear suspension.
• Available Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) with Electronic 

Brakeforce Distribution (EBD).
• Availoble on-demand 4-wheel drive.

If the company that created the legendary RX-7 and Miata 
decided to build on SUV, what would you expect? Rapid 
occeleration? Taut, agile handling? Pure push-you-back-in- 
your-seat exhilaration?

Well, here it is. The vehicle only Moida could have created. 
The Mazda Tribute. The SUV with the soul of o sports cor.
At prices that start at just ^17,520 for the Mazda Tribute DX. 
LX-V6 model shown $21,335!

MazdaUSP.com

wassoaTo learn more, hit our Web site or coll us at (800) 639-1000.
'MSfiP excludes tax, title and license fee. © 2000 Mazda North American Operations Get in. Be moved.



red! (a) Cotton-
on Matelasse,

acher & Co. 800-332-
. (b) Una nylon/eiastin

n persimmon, KnoilTextiles,
MYC. 800-343-5665. (c) Monk's
Wool in Cherokee, Maharam.
800-645-3943. (d) Lust cotton
blend in passion, Pollack. NYC.
212-627-7766. (e) Mohair in
persimmon, Donghia Furniture/
Textiles Ltd. 800-D0NGHIA.
(f) Marnier cotton velvet in
lacquer, Beacon Hill for Robert
Allen. 800-333-3776. (g) Soiree
Damask in lacquer, Lee Jofa.
800-453-3563. (h) Samui silk,
Jim Thompson. 800-262-0336.
All Fabrics available through
architects and designers.
2 Regal Aquaglo in Ruby Red,
$30, Benjamin Moore & Co.
800-826-2623. 3 (I) Briant
stained oak panel. $40, York
Street Studio, 800-Y0RK-811.
Tiles: (j) Piel leather tile, $77,
for Ann Sacks, 800-278-8453;
(k) Shine Suede border, $60;
and (!) Mustang pony skin
border. $60. all from York Street
Studio, (m) Ceramic clay pads.
$9, by Interstyle for Ann Sacks.
4 Silk paper in Bright Red,
Donghia Furniture/Textiles Ltd.
Sources, see back of book.
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flDIGITAL WITH A DIFFERENCE TM

III

LIFESTYLE®

HOME THEATER SYSTEMS

GIVE YOU

5-CHANNEL SURROUND

FROM ANY SOURCE.

Most conventional digital systems will

only give you 5 independent channels

from specially encoded sources, like

DVDs. But Lifestyle® home theater

systems deliver the 5-channel

surround experience from any source

- 5.1 encoded DVDs, any VHS tape.

even single-channel TV shows.

And only Bose®, the most respected

name in sound, has the technology to

deliver this performance with small

size, elegance and simplicity.

No wonder Audio called Bose

'The hi-fi inventor of the century.'

To learn which system is best for your

needs, or to find a dealer near you,

call 1-800-ASK-BOSE ext. T12.

Hear The Difference Today.

-V/AV
Better sound through researcfi -

ask.bose.com/wt12

Visit a Bose Dealer or ask.bose.com/wt12 for a national sales promotion 
available from November 2nd, 2000 to January 7th, 2001

LA CUMBRE PLAZA, 
SANTA BARBARA, CA
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION4^

SHOPWITHUS

Designer Series Electric 30-inch Oven Designer Series Gas 36-inch Cooktop

Designer Series Electric 36-inch Cooktop

Designer Series Chimney Hood

DiNING IN
For those who enjoy the finer things in life, and would rather find them in the 
privacy of their own homes, there’s the Viking Designer Series, a complete 
line of products with a distinctively different appearance and performance level.

Often referred to as the ultimate symbol of the Epicurean lifestyle, the Viking brand 
has always set the standard In the most elegant kitchens, And the new Viking 
Designer Series is no exception. Featuring unparalleled design elements in a 
variety of color finishes. Viking's sleek, fully integrated look epitomizes what 
culinary and design experts have long understood; the importance of those few 
coveted items to define a room's overall setting.

Fresh for the holidays, the complete line of Viking Designer products are 
that ideal special something of the season. Call Viking for more information at
1.888.VIKING1 (8454641).Designer Series Dishwasher
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Would your kitchen care for something tall, cool, and refreshing? The Viking Designer Series will soon

introduce an entirely new look for professional performance, Striking curves, clean lines, and ergonomically

designed elements like soft-touch knobs and contoured hondles will deliver the complete Viking kitchen with

an extra dash of style. Because as any chef will tell you, presentation is everything. E
Designer. Series

1-388-845-464 I viking products ore markelea under (he UltroKne* brond nome in Conado.www.vikingrange.com
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The Judy Sofa slipcovered in Laura-Pewter

Chloe Chair & Ottoman slipcovered in Silk Shantung-Sand

SUP INTO SOMETHING 
A LITTLE MORE ELEGANT

Kathleen II sofa slipcovered in Cassey-Aloe

This holiday season, why not slip into something a little more elegant? Mitchell 
Gold, the pioneer of slipcovers, has once again revolutionized the way home 
interiors work. Taking their cues from the fashion world, they have created an 
exciting new line of sumptuous slipcovers that are fashion for the home. So 
changing interiors is now as simple as changing one's clothes.

More than ten years ago, the Mitchell Gold Company began making slipcovers for 
their line of ftimiture. “Relaxed Design," one of their earliest ideas, set a whole new 
tone in the home design world, with its overall trends boirowed from the apparel 
industry. Comfortable, stylish, and affordable, the furniture was—and still ii 
dressed in relaxed slipcovers of pre-washed fabrics like denim, khaki, and velvet.

1I
Alexa Sofa slipcovered in Republic Twill-Smoke

Today, slipcovers are more popular than ever, as homeowners realize the need for 
versatile, affordable, and easy-to-care-for furniture. And now, to increase the 
versatility of its wardrobe of slipcovers, Mitchell Gold will be adding a new special 
collection of “Form Fitting" slipcovers in stretch-poly denim fabrics that are both 
washable and lightweight. Each piece features Velcro strips that have been sewn 
to an underskirt, allowing a tight, manicured fit throughout. The result is a cleaner, 
more modern upholstered look with all the advantages of a slipcover.

Change with the seasons or when the mood strikes you. Try bleached white denim 
for spring and summer and switch to rich velvet during the winter months. There's 
no need to worry about normal everyday wear and tear. That Mitchell Gold 
slipcover may be just the right reason for your return to luxury.

The Mitchell Gold “Form Fitting" slipcovers will be available nationwide February 
2001. For more information, visit www.mitchellgold.com.Zoe Sofa slipcovered in Denim-Khaki



The Kathleen Shpcovered Sofa.
Dress it up however you want.

Whatever your lifestyle, this is the furniture for you. Infinitely versatile, our 
slipcovers offer something for every taste and mood. With so many colors, styles 
and fabrics - and even a price tag you'll like - it might be hard to choose just one.

800.789.5401 www.mitchellgold.com

Showroom in High Point, North Carolina. Open to stocking dealers only.



rediscoveries
IRON CITY REVIVAL bysabinerothman

The walnut mantelpiece,
left, In John DeSantis's
Holmes Hall is original
to the Renaissance
Revival mansion, which
was built in 1871.
■ Beech Avenue, below,
remains almost miracu
lously intact, a model
of late-19th-century row
house design. Its street
lights are reproductions.

A historic holiday house tour ensures a neighborhood’s future
VEN AS Joedda and Ben Sampson Originally part of the city of Allegheny, 
began renovations on a 27-room Victo- which Pittsburgh annexed in 1907, the area’s 
rian mansion in Pittsburgh’s Allegheny glory days lasted from the 1840s through 
West, eight Knights of Columbus who World War I. There were grand mansions 
had used the building as their clubhouse with 50 or more rooms, as well as modest seven- 

for more than five decades were still bellied up room workingmen’s houses. The buildings 
to the bar. “This house had been well-loved by were exemplars of Victorian and Edwardian 
drinking men and poker players,” says Joedda. architectural styles—including Greek Revi- 
“It wasn’t condemned, but it had lost its luster.” val, Richardsonian Romanesque, and Queen 
Compared with the fate of many neighborhood Anne. Some of the properties were owned by 
houses, the Sampsons’ place had got off easy. Jews and blacks, at a time when it was rare 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY STEWART FEREBEE
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rediscoveries
for members of either group to own land.

By the 1930s, many of the wealthier residents 
had moved to the suburbs, and their splendid 
homes had been turned into rooming houses and 
orphanages or demolished. In the 1960s Pitts
burgh began planning a massive urban redevel
opment project that involved razing many 
“blighted” neighborhoods, including this one.

But in the early 1970s, before the city was 
able to level Allegheny, young professionals, 
drawn by the architecture and urban living, 
began restoring the buildings. Many of these 
pioneers still occupy the homes they sweated 
over, But even after three decades of gentle 
gentrification, most of them worry that the 
city considers their houses “more valuable as 
parking lots.” (Three Rivers Stadium, five 
blocks away, casts a long shadow.) So these pio
neers keep in condition to fight city hall.

Miles Bausch and Doug 
Lucas discovered Allegheny 
West 20 years ago while 
hunting for antique 
ornaments in a neighbor
hood shop. Their collection 
includes the glass deer, 
left, on a melodeon that 
belonged to Stephen 
Foster’s brother. ■ Their 
pewter tableware, below 
right, is a toy set from the 
turn of the 20th century.
■ The Sampsons restored 

Victoria House, below, as 
a home, and have since 
made it a bed-and-breakfast.

Coming here, you feel as if you’ve stepped into another century”—Shirley Brendlinger

Established 33 years ago, the Allegheny West 
Civic Council works toward preservation, filing 
lawsuits when new developments threaten. Its 
members (all neighborhood volunteers) have 
worked with banks to develop mortgage pro
grams, and it acts as a sort of benevolent real 
e.state developer. To preserve Denny Row. its 
most recent project, the council took owner
ship of seven derelict houses on West North 
Avenue and, with help from the North Side 
Leadership Conference, the city, the Pittsburgh 
History and Landmarks Foundation, and 
National City bank, restored their facades. The 
resulting “envelopes,” within which buyers will
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MAKE THEIR 
HOLIDAY WISHES 

COME TRUE.
(EVEN IF YOU DON’T KNOW EXACTLY WHAT THEY ARE.)

Give American Express"’ Gift Cheques this holiday season and you can be sure diat everyone on your list 

will gee exactly what they are wishing for. Gift Cheques can be used just about anywhere to buy practically 

anything. And they can be used anytime because they never expire. You’re also giving peace of mind since 

they are refundable if lost or stolen. When you give them, the possibilities are endless.

You can buy American Express Gift Cheques on our Web site at 
www.ainericanexprcss.com/giftcheques, and by phone at 

1-877-986-GIFT. Or visit any participating American Expres,s 
Travel Service location, bank, credit union or AAA office. Cheques

02000 American Express. Certain limltailans anri fees may apply.



rediscoveries
design their own interiors, were offered for sale 
at about $30,000 each, making them affordable 
to people of moderate means.

To raise the money for such projects and, in 
a sense, to market their neighborhood, the com
munity came up with a charming plan 19 years 
ago—the Christmas House Tour. About 2,500 
people show up annually to visit the area’s most 
beautiful houses, which are lavishly decorated 
for the holidays. “When you come, you feel as if 
you’ve stepped into another century,” says 
Shirley Brendlinger, the civic council’s volun
teer publicist. “You wouldn’t believe the number 
of people who say, ‘I never knew this was here.’ ” 
As Mark Fatla, another longtime resident, 
comments, “We weren’t supposed to be.'

Allison Fatla, above, 
peeking from the window 
of Victoria House, sings 
carols during the Christmas 
tour. Uohn DeSantis’s 
parlor, right, has hand- 
painted murals and a 
towering tree. ■ Among 
Lucas and Bausch’s rare 
Victorian ornaments is a 
spider in a web, below.

The j^thAnnml Old Allegheny Victorian Christmas 
House Tour will be held December S-i 0. Call 412 - 
^23-8884 for information.
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CRAZY FOR CAMELLIAS by lorraine alexander

Each spring the 
roselike flowers 
of the glossy 
shrub draw an 
international 
crowd to two 
towns near Lucca

OR THREE WEEKENDS cvcry March, 
two contiguous villages a few miles soutli 
of Lucca, in northwestern Tuscany, 
increase their combined peculation twelve
fold, as cars and tour buses from all over 

Europe wedge into the sliver of road that scales 
their shared hillside. Why all the fuss? It’s a 
long story, but, in a phrase, the festival of 
Old Camellias of Lucca.

The long story, shortened, is worth telling. 
Of the several hundred species of the genus 
camellia (most are native to the Far East),

the most precious has long been Camellia 
sinensis, the tea plant, valued for its leaves 
rather than its blooms. In the early eighteenth 
century, when English merchants avidly 
sought much of, if not quite all, the tea in 
China, they were tricked—or so the story 
goes—into filling their ships’ holds with a little 
of the coveted sinensis and a lot of Camellia 
japonica, a mostly ornamental species that 
was then unknown outside Asia. The japonica, 
with its glos.sy green leaves and profuse 
white, pink, or red flowers, quickly became 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY ALEXANDRE BAILHACHE

Villa Nardi, just south of 
Lucca, boasts a gigantic 
‘Diamantina,’ above, 
which, according to many, 
is the oldest and grandest 
camellia in Europe.
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green thoughts
the exotic must-have of Europe’s flower gardens.

Britain and Portugal had flourishing trade 
routes along which many a camellia traveled. 
And, as it turns out, so did little Lucca, then an 
important silk-producing center. As early as 
1750, wealthy merchants began importing spec
imens along vidth their cargoes of silk thread; 
and by the mid-i8oos, camellias in the gardens 
of the villas near Lucca were as prized as the silk 
damasks in their salons.

The first camellias to arrive in the village of 
Sant’Andrea di Compito were planted in the 
early 1800s at Villa Borrini, today immersed in a 
dense “forest” of 8o-odd varieties of Camellia 

japonica. Most of the cultivars were developed in 
the nineteenth century, when horticulturists 
throughout Italy were busily grafting newvarieties 
and naming them after grand duchesses, opera 
singers, beloved children, and the family dog.

The age of the Borrini camellias is not, how
ever, exceptional; the 80 camellia plants at Villa

Among the 12 Identified 
varieties of cameliia at Villa 
Orsi is the 150-year-old 
‘Madame Pepin,’ below left, 
with Its double blossoms 
and compact rows of fleshy 
petals. HThe camellias in 
the area are found not only 
on the grounds of grand 
houses but also along the 
village streets, below right. 
■ An intimate view of the 
‘Tricolor Sieboidli,’ right.

By the 1800s, camellias in 
the gardens of the villas near 
Lucca were as coveted as the 
silk damasks in their salons
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room before you even turn it on.
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These immigrants were 
fortunate to set down roots 
in a temperate region
Orsi, whose owner, Augusto Orsi, helped found 
the i2-year-old flower show, are of the same 
vintage. What is exceptional is finding so 
many vigorous centenary plants, not in public 
botanical gardens but in the natural setting 
of these tiny villages; on the grounds of the 
grand houses of local gentry, as well as decor
ating modest plots and patios tucked along 
the village streets. They were fortunate, these 
immigrants, to set down their new roots in 
a region favored by a temperate climate; a 
handy stream for irrigation; naturally acidic 
soil; well-drained hillsides; and nearby Monte 
Pisano, which provides shelter from the 
Mediterranean sun and wind.

Camellias suffer more from heat than from 
cold, I was told at the Borrini nursery, where 
even in March black protective nets arch

A divided stone stairway, 
top, leads to the gardens 
of Villa Nardi, above 
and right. The upper level 
of the garden fronts the 
villa's 18th-century facade 
and Is lined with several 
kinds of camellias. The 
splendid 150-year-old 
‘Pomponia Ruba,' above.
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ChePs Choice for
Better Butter
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Softened butter on fresh bread is one of life’s 
little luxuries. Treat your toast - and your taste 
buds - to the creamy goodness of spreadable 
butter from the French-inspired Butter BelF'^ 
crock. No refrigeration necessary! Tested and 
recommended by the Cooking Club of 
America. Pictured: Hand-painted raised floral 
design, $21.95 -i- $5.95 s/h. Special Gift Offer: 
Buy two crocks and 
get one freel (Call for 
details) Offer good thru 
12/15/00. To order or

From Executive Chef Peter Roelant, 
Four Oaks Restaurant, Bel Air, CA: 
Garlic Pepper Butter 
1/2 cup unsalted butter, softened 
3 candied garlic doves*
1 tsp. black pepper 
pinch of salt

L. T REMAIN
The Authsitk Une ot Prtneh Butter Crocitery

Une aMfMQM dr taMflm

i;^
for a free catalog callMix all the ingredients in a mixing bowl witti wire 

whisk until well-combined. Place mixture in 1-888-575-1900 or shop on- 
Butter Belt and serve. Delicious spread over hot 
crusty rolls.

-^1line at www.butterbell.com. OSend ck/mo to: L. Tremain,"Candied garlic doves: In a frying pan, place whole 
garlic head in 400‘Foven, covered with aluminum foil, Inc., P.O. Box 10728, Marina 
for about 45 minutes or until garlic is softened. Scoop 
out garlic doves when cooled. del Rey, CA 90295.

LTPKnAIN.COM

Webfinds.com
Let Webfinds.com bring elegance to your hojme or office with an 

exclusive collection of window blinds like the Bella Vista Woven 
Designer Textures Soft Window Shades. This unique design puts 
precise light and privacy control at your fingertips. Visit 
www.Webfinds.com today to discover the beauty of blinds.

HIDALGO
Women around the world are collecting Hidalgo’s mix 

& match, stackable rings & bracelets in diamonds. 
18k white or yellow gold, precious stones & enamel. 

Individual rings priced from $180.
Now available at a jeweler near you, including:

AMERICA JEWELERY • Houston, TX • 713-783-3403 
BACHENDORF’S • Dallas, IX • 214-692-9000 
BORSHEIWS • Omaha, NE •402-391-0400 
mm • Us Vegas, NV • 7Q2-696-008Q 

CARROLL'S • Coral Gables. FL • 305-446-1611 
BEARYS • Beverly Hills, CA • 310-273-4741 

J. E. CALDWELL • Philadelphia. PA • 215-664-7800 
KENNEDY’S • Blue Springs, MO • 816-229-05D5 

MARSHALL FIELDS • Chicago, IL* 312-781-4267 
MARTWIQDE JEWELERS • NYC, NY •212-a69-5765 

MAURICE AT THE PLAZA HOTEL • NYC, NY • 212-888-2223 
MC NELIS & SHERRY • Haddonfield, NJ • 856-354-0083 

NORDSTROM • East Coast: CT, NY, PA, VA

Faux Fur Throws Faux Fur Headbancte 
$139-$299 $25-$35

Luxuriate under a large 53” x 72" throw with Corrpare identically styled 
headbands in Vail at $150. 
Doubles as a collar. Available in 
Sable (pictured). Black Fox, 
Leopard, White Mink and more.

a soft velour lining and available in twelve 
faux furs: Lynx, (pictured), Sable, Chinchilla. 

Zebra, White Mink, Black Mink, Leopard,
Sheared Raccoon and more.

(C
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Luxurious Fabrics With The Look Off Fur
Call 800 848-4650 to order or for a FREE catalog 

Mention Code AD1100 
Use Visa, MasterCard or Discover 

Money-back guarantee

Midwest: IN, IL, Ml, MO, OH&TX
SHREWE S CO. • San Francisco, CA • 415-421-2600 

SKATELL’S ■ Greenville, SC •864-297-3719
WBaHHEBaBiS

I he fjuHnou$ AlttnuiUvt tu AniMwl Fwr sor Call 305-379-0110 or Fax 305-379-0021 601 Madison Av«tue 
Covington, KY 41011

Visit our website: www.fabulousfurs.com
5-wvirw.nidalgojewelry.com 
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From corner to corner, 
from ceiling to floor, 
going to your room is 
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k:. \GMC and EXPO Design Center
invite you to a day your home - 
will never forget. A nationally 
recognized contributor in the 
home design field will walk you 
through the latest and greatest 
interior decorating ideas. Also, 
the design specialists from EXPO 
Design Center will highlight the 
best new products for the home.

Be among the first 200 people 
to test-drive a 2001 GMC Yukon 
Denali or GMC Yukon XL Denali, 
available throughout the event, 
and receive a $25 EXPO Design 
Center gift certificate. Plus, all 
attendees can enter to win a free 
room design consultation with one 
of EXPO’S design professionals.
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Presenting a revolutionary 
top-loading, high-efficiency 
washer that will change the 
way you think about clean.
The absence of a central agitator 
gives king-sized capacity, allowing 
clothes and even bulky items 
more room to get clean. 
CALYPSO™ Wash Motion gently 
bounces shirts, sheets, and 
socks through a continuous 
cascade of shimmering HjO. 
Dirt is loosened, washed away, 
and everything comes out 
looking better than you ever 
thought possible. Plus, it uses 
up to 45% less energy and up 
to 65% less water than 
traditional washers.

©TARGET
Transform your kids' soon-to-be 
favorite space with The Farm 
Animals Collection.
The newest addition to Restore 
& Restyle Kids™ at Target. 
www.target.com
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At Lenox, the answer is boilin
Enter to win one of three fabulous 
Lenox Holiday Prize Packages 
designed by Lenox celebrities 
Kathie Lee Gifford, Cotin 
Cowie, or Katie Brown.
For details, log on 
and enter to win ' 
by December 24th 
at www.lenQX.com 
or call
1.800.63.Lenox.

For more details, visit 
www.magtitle.com/readerservice.
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green thoughts to include a half dozen or so outl^dng 
country villas with notable camellias of 
their own. Of these, Villa Nardi, only 
minutes due south of Lucca, was recom
mended for its ‘Diamantina,’ thought by 
many—not least, the official Japanese 
delegation that visits annually—to be 
the oldest, grandest camellia in Europe.

AVAILABLE AT

ARIZONA
over the specialty antique camellias, 
among which is a ijo-year-old ‘Stella di 
Compito,’ named to honor this region. 
And they hate drastic pruning. It’s 
enough to take off the dry branches 
and shape gently.

At Villa Orsi, where a veritable wall of 
more than 50 camellia trees draws visitors 
like bees, agronomist Gianluca Tavanti 
describes the care the plants receive: 
“This is an entirely organic property, so 
we are well aware of protective mea
sures. When we trim the camellias, for 
example, we disinfect the shears as we go 
between varieties. Every few years we 
add enriched soil, and we irrigate in sum
mer. Otherwise we look mostly for the 
dysfunction that comes with age.”

Among the 12 identified varieties 
at Villa Orsi are three that 
are considered rare; ‘Drouard 
Gouillon,' with milk white semi
double blooms; ViolaceaSuperba,’ 
prized for its faintly blue-tinged 
pink petals; and ‘Madame 
Pepin.’ Standing full and regal 
near the villa’s courtyard, the 
latter is—at around 150 years— 
the reigning monarch of this 
collection, her pink double blos
soms containing row upon com
pact row of fleshy petals.

Most camellia flower shows 
in Italy are strictly displays of 
cut flowers—instructive but not

PLEASANTRIES
SCOTTSDALE 
A80/58S 66A0

CALIFORNIA

PEACOCK ALLEY 
LOS ANCiELES 
800/9*4 I 178

BIRDCAGE
SOLANA BEACH 

8S8/79J 6264

HE NARDi’s MAIN garden is on 
two levels, joined by a divided 
stone stairway. The lower level is 
the medieval pomaro, where, 
when I visited, winter jasmine 

and hyacinth bloomed near the orangery, 
an old medlar spread against a back 
wall, and its namesake apple trees were 
sheathed in soft white blossoms. The 
upper level is lined with camellias— 
‘Filippo Parlatorc,’ two white ‘Lotuses,’ 
even a few exemplars of the sasanqua 
.species—but its anchor is the astonishing

TBRENNAN'S OF CALIFORNIA 

ORINDA 
92S/2S3 1290 
SAN RAMON 
925/5S5 0123

CHARLES KELLY AT HOME 
LAGUNA BEACH 
9*9/494 8431

COLORADO

LE TUB 
A.SPEN

970/925 7161

ILLINOIS

THE RUGGERl GALLERY 
CHICAGO 

I 12/ 397 9200

SCANDIA DOWN SHOPS
NORTHBROOK 
847/205 1010

LOUISIANA

BELLA LUNA 
LAFAYETTE 

3 37/235 S3 I I

MICHIGAN

SCANDIA DOWN SHOPS 
TROY

248/649 7673

MISSISSIPPI

RAY'S 
JACKSON 

800/565 5206

MISSOURI

SALLIE 
ST. LOUIS 

800/257 9167

guaranteed to bring buses from 
Belgium. Still, Pieve’s display tent 
gave me a chance to study the 
flower forms (single, semidouble, ‘Lefevriana'
rose, anemone, peony, and for
mal, depending on the number and 
arrangement of petals). ‘Nuccio’s Gem,’ 
a double white, looked more like a water 
lily to me, its closed central petals seem
ing to float on its flat-petaled base.
‘Debutante,’ a pink, ruffly peony form, 
looked appropriately like an upturned 
crinoline. My favorite, if I had to 
choose, was agorgeous ‘Margaret Davis,’ 
a fluffy white peony-form blossom with 
pink picotee edging.

So far, I had stayed within the village 
boimdaries, wandering from villa to tent 
to villa with the easygoing crowds. But 
this small place has had the bigger vision

SCANDIA DOWN 
KANSAS CITY 
816/753 4144

NEBRASKA

THE LINEN GALLERY 
OMAHA 

*02/399 5242 23-foot-tall ‘Diamantina’ at its center. 
Experts think this breathtaking camellia 
is between 200 and 250 years old, 
planted in about 1771.

As I walked slowly around the girth 
of the ‘Diamantina,’ I tried in vain to 
absorb the spectacle of this wondrous 
camellia, a nearly spherical mas.s of 
bright pink flowers, with more ready to 
bloom for the fmal weekend of the show. 
Hard to imagine, indeed, I thought.

Hard to imagine that Mozart was 
alive when much of this was planted.

NEW YORK

PEACOCK ALLEY 
NEW YORK 

800/496 2880

GRACIOUS HOME
NEW YORK 

212/517 6300

SOUTH CAROLINA

PALMETTO LINEN 
HILTON HEAD 
800/972 7442

TEXAS

PEACOCK ALLEY 
DALLAS 

800/652 3818

LONGORIA COLLECTION 
HOUSTON 

713/621 4241 Lorraine Alexander is a writer based in Italy.
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house of worship
HEAVEN ON EARTH J-

by beth dunlop

City, just past the little town of Lone Jack. And 
once you’re in the garden, you need some com
mitment to reach the chapel. You must walk 
through a sprawling visitors center out onto 
paths that meander around the lake and past the 
perennial garden filled with violets, honeysuckle, 
snowbank, phlox, mums, and 500 varieties of 

daylilies. The path crosses 
over streams and waterfalls 
to an open meadow alive 
with the sights and sounds 
of the prciirie—the golds 
and rusts of wild grasses 
and the hum of crickets, 
locusts, and even frogs. A 
graceful wooden pavilion 
nestled into the hillside 
looks over the expanse of 
Powell Gardens’ 915 acres. 
From there, the path heads 
downhill again into the 
shade of oak and hickory.

Quite suddenly the vista 
opens up, and there is the 
chapel, tiny and transpar
ent, seepiing almost to 
grow out of the ground in 
a small clearing by the lake. 
It was here that Marjorie 
Powell Allen would sit 
and meditate, and it was 
here that she wished to 
build a chapel so that oth
ers could share in the 
serenity she found. She 
died in 1992, stipulating 

that the chapel must be nondenominational, 
open to all faiths at all times.

Jones and his partner, Jennings, agreed to take 
it on. Now in retirement, the modest Jones 
found sudden world renown in 1980 with his 
design for the extraordinary Thorncrown 
Chapel in Eureka Springs, Arkansas, one of the 
most admired small buildings in America,

The Powell Gardens chapel was one of the

A model of complex 
simplicity, the 
chapel, left, seems 
to rise organically 
by a lake. Walls 
of windows let light 
fill the handsome 
interior, below, and 
provide a direct 
connection to nature 
just outside.

RCHITECT Fay Jones once commented 
that “you’d like to have it appear that 
man and nature planned and carefully 
arranged everything by mutual agree
ment, and then, that each benefited 

immeasurably from the other.” That is indeed 
the case in the chapel that he and his partner, 
Maurice Jennings, designed on a gently sloping 
lakeside site in Powell Gardens in the Missouri 
countryside. The Marjorie Powell Allen Chapel 
seems both rooted in its place and somehow 
attached to the heavens.

It is a small but soaring space—like a Gothic 
cathedral in miniature, in wood instead of cut 
stone. A skylight runs along the roof ridge, and 
the effect from beneath is of a series of 
diamonds refracting sunshine—or on bright 
nights, the moonlight. Though the structure is 
actually very straightforward, even elemental, 
it has an impossible feeling, as if it were an 
intricate puzzle put together by sleight of 
hand. “This is a simple building, but not a 
plain one,”Jennings says. “There’s a difference 
between simple and plain. This is also a com
plex building but not a complicated one.” 

Though many chapels are for celebration and 
congregation, this one was intended primarily 
as a place of contemplation, of solitude. Powell 
Gardens is about 30 miles southeast of Kansas

In the Missouri 
countryside,
Faylones built 
a natural 
wonder, a simple, 
magnificent
rhjinpl thjit invitp^ buddings that Jones, now 79, completed 

” . before he retired, leaving the firm in the hands
C0nt6mpl3tl0n of Ws onetime student and first and only
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house of worship anchors it firmly to the ground. The pattern that reiterates the geometries of 
structure is redwood, Minnesota lime- the structure. The lake is the central 
stone, and glass. Low-lying pews are of organizing element of the garden, but 
oak; the floor is flagstone, Jones and is the six-acre native prairie that compels. 
Jennings designed the handcrafted wall At one point the garden’s caretakers tried 
sconces, two candelabras, and a lectern, to keep order amid the plants, but the

prairie wouldn’t be groomed. “The wild 
prairie is part of our heritage,” says Eric 
Tschanz, Powell Gardens’ director.

It
partner, Jennings. His work had become 
theirs, an architecture highly attuned to 
nature and proudly regional, most of it 
either in Arkansas or neighboring states. 
Jones has said that “any organic architec
ture is going to have this sense of belong
ing to the place where it is, seeming to 
grow out of the environmental context, 
responsive to particular places.”

One can see any number of sources 
in Jones’s work. The Powell Gardens 
chapel seems to draw from the Greek, 
the Gothic, the Japanese, from the 
work of the California craftsman archi
tects Greene & Greene, from Oklahoma 
architect Bruce Goff, and from Frank 
Lloyd Wright, with whom Jones studied. 
Yet it is particularly and peculiarly orig
inal and rooted in its place.

“We had a very beautiful site to work 
with,” Jennings says, “and we feel that 
there is no better manifestation of a 
superior power than nature itself We 
felt it was important to open the chapel 
to nature.” The chapel sits under a steep, 
sheltering roof that seems to hold it 
in a firm embrace. Its limestone base

---------^HE GARDENS ARE NOT actu
ally prairie but in the rolling hills 
between the Ozark Mountains 
and the flatlands that stretch 

_l through Missouri to Kansas and 
Nebraska The late George E. Powell, Sr., 
a farm boy who came to Kansas City in 
1917 to work as a bank teller and ended 
up owning the third-largest trucking 
company in America, bought the land in 
1948 as a retreat from city life. It was 
then a working dairy farm. Powell died 
in 1981, and a few years later his three 
children, including daughter Marjorie, 
began laying plans to turn the land into 

From the inside looking out, there is a a horticultural center, 
profound connection to nature, to the 
prairie grasses and wildflowers just out- nurtured this transformation, planting 
side. The view to the lake is shaped by a thousands of different specimens as he 
wall of glass crisscrossed in wood in a worked toward the garden’s goal

inspire people to appreciate beauty and 
conserve the natural environment.” Ini
tially, he thought visitors would use Pow
ell Gardens to get ideas for their own 
yards or identify new plants they wanted 
to buy; instead, overwhelmingly, he dis
covered that people came “seeking and 
finding tranquillity” It is not unusual, he 
says, to find a visitor lingering soundlessly 
in the Meadow Pavilion (also designed by 
Jones and Jennings, as were the Visitor 
Education Center, the origamilike light 
fixtures, and the outdoor furniture that 
tucks right into the landscape) or in the 
chapel. Not all is silent: though the 
chapel does not host regular church ser
vices, it is in demand for weddings, 
memorial services, and occasional con
certs. And not all the visitors are silent 
meditators: volunteer “chapel sitter” 
Lowell Whiteside has now witnessed two

Skylights run along the roofs ridge.

Over the past decade, Tschanz has

to

proposals “of the old-fashioned, do-wn- 
on-one-knee sort.Classic design, fine hand craftsmanship, and lasting wahelobmusly Hekman.

Beth Dunlop lives in Miami Beach. Her most 
recent book is A House for My Mother: 
Architects Build for Their Families 
(Princeton Architectural Press).
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on the block
GOOD DEEDS bygregory toyland: no 

babes here
cerio

Inside each of us there's 

a kid who still wants to 

play with toys.

And then there are toy 

collectors.

Though it‘s Grlnch-Hke 

to report it, toy auctions 

are not for the young 

at heart. “Sure, nostalgia 

gets people interested In 
toys,” says Noel Barrett, an 

expert on PBS's Antiques 

Roadshow. “But that all 
changes once they’re seri
ous collectors.” The most 

serious never touch their 

toys. “Toys are made to 

be played with,” says Liz

Boring, co-orgarrizer of 

a November toys sale at 

Sloan's Auction Galleries 

in Washington, D.C. “But 
you lose half the value 

if they're out of the box.”
Still, for those who 

enjoy their inner child, 
there's fun stuff to be 

had at good prices. The 

Sloan's sale featured 

items like an 027-gauge 

train set (estimated at 

$300 to $400); Barbie 

dolls ($100 to $500): and 

an ISSOs hlgh-wheel 

kid’s bike (S1600). In 

October, Sioan’s Miami 

gallery hosted a very cool 

auction of lead soldiers 

(below), with lots that 

included a set of Foreign 

Legionnaires mounted on 

camels ($180 to $220).

More and more 
property owners 
are ceding 
development rights | 
to land trusts, 
for the sake of 
environmentalism— 
and tax breaks

loon. But overnight, it seemed, the area had 
become a tourist mecca. Seven golf courses were 
built within ten miles of their place, and local 
developers were doing brisk business in faux Vic
torian vacation homes. ‘All these great big ugly 
houses with turrets and gizmos were going up,” 
Fisher recalls. “The builders just wanted to make 
a mint of money. They don’t care about the land.” 

Worse, the couple found themselves the 
owners of prime water
front residential prop
erty, and their tax 
assessments began to 
rise “faster than we could

O
O

A Michigan orchard, 

top, was to be the site 
of condos, until a 

land trust bought the 

development rights for keep up,” says Fisher. By 
$500,000. Donating 

this Great Lakes 

shoreline, left, earned tion called the Grand

8

word of mouth, she
heard of a local organiza-

the owners a $1.1 

million tax write-off.
Traverse Regional Land 
Conservancy—a non
profit group, known as a 

land trust, dedicated to preserving open spaces. 
After consulting with the trust, Fisher placed a 
“conservation easement” on her property, a legal 
restriction permanently limiting further develop
ment of the land; then she donated the easement

o ONE EVER called Marilyn Fisher a 
tree hugger, but she did love the loons.

Several years ago, Fisher and her 
now deceased husband became con
cerned about the changes taking place 

near their property on Lake Bellaire in the 
northwest corner of Michigan’s lower penin
sula. The Fishers enjoyed the rough beauty of 
their secluded 89 acres on a point of land, a 
place where pitcher plants and other wildflow- 
ers grow and that is a habitat for the common

OUo2
to the conservancy. By essentially surrendering 
the development rights to her property, Fisher ^ 
more than halved its value—though she can still 
live on the place, and sell it if she wishes. The dif
ference in value became a tax write-off “The tax 
benefits were great,” says Fisher. “It saved me a

2OO

o

oo
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Trust Alliance, an advocacy group based Hocker. “With land trusts, there’ 
in Washington, D.C. “More landowners 
are becoming aware of the choices 
they can make about their property- 
choices that can lower income and estate 
taxes, and offer subtler benefits that 
come from helping the environment.”

In other words, it’s good karma. But

on the block s a
greater respect for property rights.” 

Working-landscape trusts have helped 
draw groups into the 
fold who were once at odds with the 
movement. Alarmed by spiraling prop
erty assessments driven by resort devel
opment near Steamboat Springs, in 1995

lot of money. But I think I would have 
done it anyway. It was one little thing 1 
could do to protect the land.”

If greenhouse gases and acid rain seem 
too abstract to threaten the average citi
zen, strip malls and tract housing are not. 
In recent years, more and more folks like 
Fisher are doing their bit for the environ
ment through donations to land trusts. 
According to The Chronicle of Philanthropy. 
land trusts are now the fastest-growing 
element of the conservation movement. 
They are among the oldest forms of orga
nized nature preservation in the United 
States—the first land trust was created 
109 years ago in Massachusetts—but 
fewer than 200 existed across the coun
try in 1970. Today, there are more than 
1,200, staffed by 50,000 volunteers and 
ranging in size from town-based grass
roots associations to national groups such 
as the Nature Conservancy and the Trust 
for Public Lands. “The growth of these 
organizations has exploded in the last 
twenty years in response to the sprawl 
that has been consuming open spaces,” 
says Jean Hocker, president of the Land

conservationist

For some, acid rain may seem less 
threatening than tract housing
it’s also good business. The majoriry of 
land trusts exist to protect forests, wet
lands, animal habitats, and other open or 
scenic spaces—including spots such as 67,000 
caves, urban gardens, and Civil War bat
tlefields. Yet beyond traditional envi
ronmentalism, the growth in the use of 
land trusts has been spurred by moves to 
protect what are known as “working 
landscapes,” such as farms, ranches, and 
even logging tracts. Land trusts will 
enter into arrangements whereby a 
farmer, say, can continue to grow crops 
while giving up the right to subdivide 
or otherwise develop the land. It’s a 
realistic approach to conservation, says

a group of ranchers formed the Col
orado Cattlemen’s Agricultural Land 
Trust. The group has preserved some 

acres of ranchland, and by form
ing their own trust, avoided restrictions 
on grazing and other usage that a 
“greener” trust might have imposed.

ichigan’s Grand Traverse 
Regional Land Conservancy 
was formed in 1991 by Rotary 
Qub members in the Traverse 
City area—known for its fish

ing, Great Lakes shoreline, and cherry 
farms — who were fearful that their locale 
was doing too well. “The good economy 
has been a bles.sing and a curse,” says Glen 
Chown, head of the conservancy “It’s 
increased tourism; people from Detroit 
and Chicago now have second homes up 
here. But we risked killing the goose that 
laid the golden egg. We needed a way to 
manage growth.” The organization has 
preserved more than 10,000 acres and 
does an average of 25 land deals per year. 
“The people who work with us are moti
vated by a love of the land,” says Chown. 
“The tax benefits are icing on the cake.” 

That can be pretty sweet icing. In its 
useful booklet “Conservation Options: A 
Landowner’s Guide,” the Land Trust 
Alliance (202-638-4725; www.lta.or^ 
sketches out a number of situations in 
which a donation to a land trust would 
realize fat federal tax savings. The most 
basic scenario involves a conservation 
easement. Say a person owns a piece of 
property worth $200,000 and has an 
income of $50,000 ayear. She places a con
servation easement on the land prohibit
ing subdivision or development, which 
reduces the property’s appraised value to 
$120,000. She would then be entitled to a 
tax deduction of $80,000. Though federal
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actuarial tables (the older the donor, the The very flexibility of the arrangement 
larger the deduction.). When the 
dies, the property goes to the land trust.

The above examples tend to favor those 
in higher income brackets or with large 
property holdings, but there are donation 
options for those who need cash. One is 
the charitable gift annuity, an agreement 
by which a donor of easement-protected eight 40-acre parcels that comprise his

on the block IS

what some find so attractive. Howardowner
Stirn, a Wyoming rancher, grew troubled 
a few years back by the amount of land 
he saw being eaten up for vacation homes 
for visitors to Grand Tetons National 
Park and area ski resorts. He drew 
conservation easements for each of the

law doesn’t allow charitable deductions 
in a given year to exceed 30 percent of 
adjusted gross income (in this example, 
that equals $1^,000), the deduction can 
be spread our over six years —but only six 
years. In this case, the landowner would 
get a deduction of $15,000 for five years, 
and a $5,000 deduction in the final year. 
If the same person donated an easement 
worth $100,000, she couldn’t use up the 
whole gift deduction over six years 
because of the 30 percent restriction.

up

UThe tax benefits are icing on the 
cake” —Glen Chown, land trust head
land gets an annual payment (typically 6.5 
percent to 8.5 percent of the land value) 
plus a tax deduction, which is based on 
the value of the land minus the value of 
the annuity payments. (This, too, works 
better for older donors.) Another is the 
bargain sale, in which property is sold to 
a land trust at a below-market price. Cap
ital gains taxes are reduced, and the seller 
gets a tax deduction equal to the amount 
she’d have made on an open-market sale.

There are many further methods to 
aid in conservation through a land trust.

ranch. Two lots, on the Snake River, can 
never be built on. A third holds the ranch 
house; three more are the sites of existing 
homes; and houses may be built on the 
final two lots. “When we granted the 
easements, it really opened the eyes of 
people around here,” says Stim, who adds 
that more than 12,000 acres in the area 
are now covered by conservation ease
ments. “We just wanted to protect the 
land, but if you’re in the proper tax 
bracket, it helps a lot. It’s giving yourself 
a gift, as well as a gift to the future.” fiL?

iNCE, AGAIN, this is the most 
basic scenario, it’s clearly neces
sary to consult a tax attorney. 
Other options include donating 
or willing property—particularly 

land that has greatly appreciated in 
value—to a land trust to avoid or reduce 
capital gains and estate taxes; or donat
ing what’s called a remainder interest on 
a property to a land trust. This allows a 
person to live on the land while enjoying 
an income tax deduction based on IRS
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uncorked
LOVE ON THE ROCKS by jay mcinerney

Born on the 
Rhone’s stony 
plains, the 
voluptuous 
wines of 
Chateauneuf- 
dU'Pape 
are almost 
too delicious

ANS OF CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE

often sound like Rodney Dangerfield. 
Among others, Robert M. Parker, Jr., 
the most influential critic in the wine

The hearty wine of Chateauneuf was even 
blended with lesser vintages of bordeaux, pre
sumably lending a certain Catholic opulence to 
that Episcopalian beverage. In the nineteenth 
century the wines acquired notoriety for their 
alleged aphrodisiac qualities, thanks to the rake- 
hell Marquis de Nerthe, who shrewdly attrib
uted his erotic prowess and longevity to the 
wines of his estate in Chateauneuf 

The bulk of the wine from this 7,500-acre 
appellation is red and 
owes much of its charac
ter to the grenache grape, 
a sultry, hot weather 
varietal that probably 
originated in Spain. The 
great Chateau Rayas is 
100 percent grenache. 
However, most CDP is 
actually a cocktail of 
varietals, including mour- 
vcdre, syrah, cinsault, 
counoise—well, let’s just 
say that there are 13 vari
etals allowed by the 
laws of the appellation 
adopted in 1935. Theo
retically, each grape 
brings something differ
ent to the party, sturdy 
mourvedre provides the 
house; peppery counoise 
is the skinny joke teller; 
syrah broods and leans 
against the wall; and 
grenache sashays in and 
promises great sex to 
everyone (assuming it has 
been a nice hot summer). 
At least that’s the way I 
interpreted the barrels 
of the ’99 vintage I tasted 

in the cellars of Chateau Beaucastel. Probably 
the longest-lived Chateauneuf^ Beaucastel has an 
abnormally high percentage (about 30 percent) 
of mourvedre. The pleasingly floozy VieuxTele- 
graphe, on the other hand, has 65 percent 
grenache and less than 20 percent mourvedre.

world, wonders why the burly reds 
from this southern Rhone appellation don’t 
get more respect—even after he has been 
touting them for years. Personally, Tm glad 
Chateauneuf has less snob appeal than bur
gundy or bordeaux. As a result, it offers better 
value than either. Tm only 
afraid that the great 1998 
vintage, which has recently 
hit our shores, may finally 
give this wine the respect 
that it deserves.

My theory is that 
Chateauneuf-du-Pape is 
too delicious. Aspiring 
American wine snobs 
accept voluptuousness in a 
New World wine, but they 
expect French wines to be 
a little dijficile, even nasty 
on first acquaintance. Then, 
too, CDP isn’t terribly sub
tle; at its best, it radiates 
the blast furnace warmth 
of the Provencal summer 
coupled with the aromatic 
riot of herbs that thrive in 
the region.

Chateauneuf-du-Pape 
acquired its name—Pope’s 
New Castle—and fame 
during the fourteenth cen
tury after Pope Clement 
V, a wine lover of French 
extraction, hijacked the 
papacy to Avignon and 
built his summer resi The region's glacial stones are said to keep vines warm and soli moist.
dence in this nearby village.
By the end of the century. Pope Urban VI 
returned to Rome, but the vineyards Clement 
sponsored eventually achieved a certain

3

anonymous renown via Burgundy, where 
their grapes provided color and body to the 
often anemic pinot noir of the Cote d’Or.
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The appellation laws mandate a mini
mum level of 12.5 percent alcohol for 
Chateauneuf-du-Pape, the highest in 
France. Generally speaking, these are big 
■wines. Vinification practices vary ■widely, 
but ■with a few exceptions, nobody uses 
new oak barrels. At the VieuxTelegraphe 
winery, I spotted an ancient Land Cruiser 
with a bumper sticker that read: “Say no 
to oak, Put the fruit back in wine.” 

Generalizations are dangerous in CDP, 
so let’s get particular:

Most Aristocratic: Chateau Rayas, 
grown on atypically sandy soil and made 
in tiny quantities, is one of the most pro
found expressions of the grenache grape 
in the world. Sadly, Rayas and even its 
second wine, Pignan, have always been 
eiqjensive and hard to fmd.

Funkiest/Longest-lived: Beaucastel, 
which produces 20,000 cases in a good 
year. I love this wine, in part for its gamy, 
earthy qualities that develop in the bot
tle—though these proved too funky for 
a group of clean-living Napa wine makers 
for whom I imcorked an ’83. Geeks. The 
great ’89 and ’90 are at this moment 
approaching perfection.

Most Likely to Guest-Star on Friends: 
VieuxTelegraphe, named for a semaphore

tower that used to stand in the -vineyards, 
is to my mind the most precocious and 
slurpable of the great ones. In recent 
years fiercer selection has improved 
quality. (Similarly voluptuous is Andre 
Brunei’s Les Cailloux.)

Most Likely to Join the WWF; Henri 
Bonneau makes the most powerful wines 
in Chateauneuf-du-Pape, albeit in minus
cule quantities. His hypertrophied 1990 
Reserve des Celestins could beat up a 
1990 Chateau Latour-with one hand tied 
behind its back.

My top ten also includes Font de 
Michelle, Bosquet des Papes, Chateau 
LaNerthe, Clos des Papes, and Clos du 
Mont Olivet. It’s quite possible that 
the ’98 vintage of all these wines will 
be the greatest ever.

Remember the ’82 bordeaux? Year 
Zero of the modern wine era. The ’98 
Chateauneufs will be spoken of in 
similarly rapturous terms.

uncorked
At least as important as the grapes are 

the terrain and the weather—what the 
French call terroir. Unlike Hermitage and 
Cote-Rotie to the north, Chateauneuf- 
du-Pape is virtually flat, with much of 
the plateau blanketed with smooth 
glacial stones called galets, which look 
like fossilized brontosaurus eggs. These 
stones allegedly retain the heat of the 
day and reflect it back to the vines well 
into the evening, as well as hold 
moisture in the soil, (Sounds plausible 
to me.) The vines are pruned close to 
the ground in response to the fierce 
Provencal wind—the mistral—which 
blows up to 50 miles an hour for as many 
as 150 days a year. It may drive the 
humans a little crazy, but it also serves to 
reduce infestations of insects and fun
gus, which allows many domains like 
Beaucastel and Vieux Telegraphe to 
farm organically. Finally, there is the 
heat; in 1998, an admittedly torrid year, 
there were three full weeks in July dur
ing which the temperature climbed 
above 100 degrees Fahrenheit. CDP 
always tastes like it got plenty of sun.

THE OENO EIEE
■ '98 BEAUCASTEL CHATEAUNEUF-DU- 

PAPE Tasted In the cellar, and just 
when I’m about to get rapturous 
about the X-rated fruit. I bang my 
head against the steel girders of 
tannin. This baby will take 10 years to 
pull Itself together, and last for 30. $70
■ ’98 DOMAINE DU VIEUX TElIGRAPHE 
CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE Shortly 

after bottling, this already had
the signature VT nose, which is 
something like leather, cinnamon, 
and cloves. Gobs of fruit, but the 
tannins lash back at you now.
Start drinking In 2003. Laugh at 
your friends who didn't buy it on 
release. $30
■ '98 DOMAINE FONT OE MICHEUE 
CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE Essence of 

Smith Bros, black cherry cough 
drops. Right now the nose is pure 
alcohol. Normally a lighter-style 
CDP, this just goes to show the 
monstrous power of the '98 vintage. 
Like a big Turley zinfandel. Start 
drinking now. $33
■ ’98 BOISRENARD CHATEAUNEUF-DU- 

PAPE A big, rich, chewy red, this 
reserve bottling needs a couple
of years to shed its tannins, but 
it’s well worth the wait. $40
■ ’98 DOMAINE JEAN DEYDIER ET FILS 
CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE a lighter style 

than most of the above, but packed 
with fruit. This one’s ready for the 
holidays and a great value. $28

Egyptian Alabaster Vases

Handcrafted by father and son.

small, 7 3/4" X 5" $145 #1004144
large, 10" x 6" $265 #1004145
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There is, alas, an ugly side to cooking. Fortunately, Vent-A-Hood range hoods can help eliminate it. After all, we literally invented 

the range hood. Today we offer the quietest, most efficient designs on the market with our exclusive Magic Lung system that whips 

grease, smoke, and odors from your home. And the convenient snap-out extractor cleans up in your dishwasher, making mesh 

filters truly a thing of the past. Now for the beautiful part. There are hundreds of styles to choose from. So no matter what range you 

have, make sure there is a Vent-A-Hood over it. Visit www.ventahood.com for a dealer near you. Breathe easy. It's a Vent-A-Hood.

ovoiiable through orch»tecU ond inl«rior designers. 6 2000 Vant*A*Hood. All rights reserved.
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In so many ways, you’ll leave the rest of the

WORLD BEHIND. Savor the confident intensity of a 28ihp V8 or

24ohp V6. Inside, relax in the calm of Connolly leather and bird’s-eye

maple. And make every drive a departure from the ordinary.

from $44,250

JAGUAR
THE ART of PERFORMANCE

For more information, visit www.jaguar.com/us

*2001 S-TVPE MSRP; V6 shown with power/memory package and sport package, $47,350 MSRP, excludes tax, title and license fees. For more information, call 1-800-4-JACUAR. ©2001 |aguarCars.
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It’s perfect turn-of-the-new-century style: clean, sophisticated, contemporary 

yet full of the lessons and elegance of a time when rare woods and forged metals 

were so well married to graceful, imaginative shapes. The inspiration may be the 

era of French moderne, but the result couldn’t be more up-to-the-minute.
A swoop of red cotton velvet, a 1930s chair by Rene Prou, and an Arbus-inspired semalnier set the scene.
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TWENTIES
TWENTIES
VISIONA MANHATTAN COUPLE 

TURN THEIR TOWN 
HOUSEINTOANEASY- 

TO-LIVE-INODETO 
FRENCH MODERNE, 

SKILLFULLY INTEGRATING 
ORIGINAL PIECES 

AND REPRODUCTIONS
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The palette in the living 
room, opposite page, was 
kept cool and elegant.

on one of those quiet, tree-lined streets on Man- A drawing by AlfredHE TOWN HOUSE

hattan’s Upper East Side, could be a lesson in a decorating alphabet that Auguste Janniot hangs 
begins Admire, Borrow, Collect. “They did their homework,” Jack Levy, over the Portoro marble 

an associate in the New York-based interior design firm John mantelpiece. The daybed
is by Daniel Scuderi.Barman, Inc., says of the clients’ involvement.

The collaboration among the clients, interior designers, and ■ The coffee table, from
a Gilbert Poilleratarchitects, the Brooklyn, New York, firm DiDonno Associates, trans 

formed the nearly derelict 1870 town house into a paean to the seductive design, below, was made 
formalism and rich textures of the early modernist period. ‘As there by La Porge Fran?alse, 
was not one iota of detail that remained, our job was to bring the Southampton, NY.

■'Silt'
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house back to a certain period that would suit the clients’ 
collections,” Ron DiDonno says.

“Our house is a combination of precious original pieces 
and a lot of reproductions,” says the client, who has been 
enthralled with French modeme since the time, about ii years 
ago, when she had her engagement ring made in an Art Deco 
style. “My husband and I had the same taste,” she says, 
became collectors.” Over time, they also became indefatigable 
fans and researchers of the period. These days, revered 
like Andre Arbus, Rene Prou, Jacques-Emile Ruhlmann, and 
Jean Dunand roll off their tongue in a way that reflects the ease 
with which they have integrated original, reproduction, and 
contemporary pieces of furniture.

As Levy says with gusto: “When they embrace something, 
they embrace it,” Every detail was carefully, even obsessively, 
considered. When the right table or the extra half-dozen chairs, 
for example, were not available, or didn’t fit the space, the 
clients commissioned new versions. “Our idea was for it all to be 
gracious without being stuffy,” John Barman says.

Many pieces were custom-made, including the combination 
coffee table and television console, inlaid with ivory; the red- 
leather-covered bedside tables with drawer pulls that add a fin
ishing touch; the Jacques-Emile Ruhlmann-inspired graceful 
stair rail that winds up the four floors of the town house; and a 
pair of consoles irv the dining room that match the living room 
mantelpiece’s high-contrast Portoro marble. All the carefully

The dining room, above, 
opens onto the garden. 

The 1920s table was 
bought at Christie's; 

the chairs are variations 
on a Jacques-Emile 

Ruhlmann design; the 
Ruhlmann chandelier 

Is from Ciancimino, 
London. ■ Christian 
Berard inspired the 

guest room's painted 
paneling, opposite 

page. The 1940s table 
by Dorothy Draper is 

from Alan Moss, NYC.

so we

names

uron
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OUR IDEA FOR THE DESIGN OF THE HOUSE WAS FOR IT ALL 
TO BE GRACIOUS WITHOUT BEING STUFFY'-johnbarman

u

Lti;

choreographed pieces act as a supporting cast to the impressive, 
overscaled period dining table and period lighting fixtures.

The introduction of contemporary artwork was important, 
Barman says, “in not making the house feel like a time capsule.” 
With the help of New York art consultant Ellen Kern, the clients 
selected works by Terry Winters, Ross Bleckner, Richard Pousette- 
Dan, and Mark Rothko. “These were very personal choices that 
reflected their sensitivity to surface and texture,” Kern says.

The designers chose a palette that allowed the best pieces to 
stand out—taupes, pale smokes, and olives for the living room 
and study, lush red for the draperies that light up the master bed
room. The client, intent on a particular shade of red, found it 
at Christopher Hyland. Like the Lee Jofa cotton velvet used for 
the other crisply tailored curtains, the fabric brings a contem
porary note to the interior. “We aU fell in love with it, not only 
because it draped beautifully, but because it is not delicate,” Levy 
says. That suited the client. “We’re not one of those families 
where children are not allowed in the living or dining rooms,” 
she says. The couple’s 2-year-old daughter is learning early how 
it feels to be surrounded by museum-quality furnishings, yet 
she is not intimidated by them. That seems to be just the right 
approach to form the eye of a very, very young collector.

The use of red in the 
master bedroom is bold 
and exciting. Cotton velvet 
draperies, above, are 
from Christopher Hyland, 
NYC. The ca. 1935 chair 
is by Rene Prou. The 
Ruhimann-inspired bed 
has a Donghia wool 
sateen cover. ■ Leather 
from Dualoy, NYC, covers 
the front of the Andre 
Arbus-inspired 
table, opposite page. 
Sources, see back of book.
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STATE OF THE ART
The library’s coffee table, designed 
by the owner, looks like vintage 
Art Deco but houses an up-to-the- 
minute Runco video projector.
The table’s materials—macassar ebony, 
shagreen, and ivory—and fluted 
frieze recall 1920s and 1930s furniture 
and cigar boxes by the great 
designer Jacques-Emile Ruhlmann 
(1879-1933). The home theater 
system also includes a screen that rolls 
down from a hidden compartment 
above one of the bookcases.

Interior designers John Barman, 
near right, and Jack Levy, 

of John Barman, Inc., collaborated 
with their clients and DiDonno 

Associates Architects to decorate 
a New York town house that 

would showcase the clients’ early- 
20th-century French furniture 

without looking like a museum.
To that end, the designers intro

duced luxurious materials and 
contemporary furniture that works 

with the period pieces. —S.R.

Diiibining period pieces wirb reprodnrfionsC

RUHLMANN RULES
The iron railing, below, right, adapted for this town house by 
DiDonno Associates Architects and fabricated by DeAngelis 
Iron Work, Easton, Massachusetts, is based on one in the 
Hotel Ruhlmann, below, left, which housed the showroom and 
offices of Jacques-Emile Ruhlmann. The designer, whose 
client list included the maharaja of Indore and novelist Colette, 
showed his work at the 1913 Paris Salon d’Automne. For 
the next 20 years, he created furniture and interiors noted for 
an elegant combination of classicism and innovation. An 
inconspicuous stamp of his signature marks his original furni
ture, but that alone is not enough to determine authenticity.

RED,
HOT,
AND
NEW
The master 
bedroom’s

sycamore side chests— 
in Dualo/s red leather, 
with drawer pulls 
custom-made by La 
Forge Fran^aise— 
were inspired by the 
work of French 
architect Andre Arbus 
(1903-1969).
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THIS TRICK’S A TREAT
Whimsy reigns in the charming pastel guest room, with a pale carpet by 

Stark. The faux boiseries were sparked by ones made by Christian Berard 
for aJean-Michel Frank-designed room at the Institut Guerlain, below, 

center, in 1939. The draperies are a cotton velvet from Manuel Canovas. 
The armchair, a Paris flea market find, is upholstered in Larsen’s Niagara. 
The playful 1940s chandelier, attributed to James Mont, is from Malmaison,

194OS Dorothy Draper table is from Alan Moss, NYC.NYC. The

nnd contemporary designs maizes for modern luxury
BARRING NONE
Richly figured Portoro marble is a leitmotif through
out the house. In the bar area, off the hallway that 
connects the living room and library, it is an elegant 
countertop. Always Say Goodbye, a painting by Ross 
Bleckner, is from Ellen Kern Fine Arts, NYC. The Jean 
Royere chandelier is from Gordon Watson, London.

WORSHIPING 
A BRONZE GOD
Paul Belvoir, a London-based 
designer whose work is well-known 
bv top decorators, created this 
graceful marble and bronze tabic 
specifiaillv for the house. Belvoir is • 
a silversmith whose attention to [
detail and craft is meticulous. Wliiie 
helookstothei940.s, hisdc.signs !
rarely refer to a particular period 
piece, though Gordon Watson, who 
carries this table in his London 
shop, calls the piece “very Arbus.” 
Sources, .sec back of book.
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the power of redA fantastic menagerie enlivens the mural that interior decorator 
Juan Pablo Molyneux created for John Landrum Bryant’s apartment
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Enthroned elephants dominate 
the mural, opposite page, that Juan 
Pablo Molyneux designed as a 
grand entrance to the apartment.

Red stucco Veneziano envelops 
the living room, this page. The velvet 
on the sofa Is Polodoro by Manuel 
Canovas; the chaise Is covered in 
Old World Weavers' Fantasia. John 
Landrum Bryant designed the aliigato^ 
shaped cast bronze side table.
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ANIMALS —NOT YOUR everyday ones, but more exotic 
kinds, like alligators, tigers, and elephants—provided inspi
ration for the intricate jewelry that John Landrum 
Bryant designed for his wife, Patricia Bauman, a philan- 
dlo^ist. little did he know then that his preoccupation 
(^bcit a small-scale one) with the creatures would eventu
ally play a leading role in the fantastical decor of their 
Manhattan apartment.

Bryant, a designer of jewelry and home accessories, was 
open, even eager, to live with the flamboyant vision that the 
New "ferk-ba-sed interior decorator Juan Pablo MoJyneux is 
known for. “Juan Pablo came up with the idea of doing a 
grand and exciting entrance hall, and took as his inspiration 
the ballroom in the Musee Carnavalet in Paris,” Bryant says. 
A mural there depicts the procession of the queen of Sheba. 
Bryant recalls that Molyneux wanted to copy it, but Bryant 
told him he wished for “a procession of wonderful animals,

arriving by land and by sea.” Molyneux rose to the occasion, 
creating what Bryant calls “a real fantasy.” Artist Staszek 
Kotowski painted the mural, which incorporates Bryant’s 
favorite animals, both real and mythical. “If he were paint-

the time ofmg in 
Tiepolo,” says Bryant,The ballroom of the Carnavalet 

museum In Paris was the inspiration referring to the illusion-
istic Venetian painter, 
“he would have given 
him plenty of competi
tion. Just see how lively 
and imaginative it is.” 

Bryant was so smitten 
that he wanted the mural

for the mural and the faux inlay 
floor, left, that Staszek Kotowski 
painted. The floor Is actually 
alternating triangles of brown- 
and sepia-covered metallic leaf. 
■ The Mystical Elephant floor 
lamp, above, is a bronze design 
by Bryant. When the light Is 
off, the globe matches the wall.

to continue into the re.st 
of the living room, and
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maybe beyond. Molyneux and Bau
man dissuaded him, but the mural 
inspired him to work on door hard
ware, bathroom fixtures, and fur
niture. A swath of painted-mural 
curtain reaches around the corner 
into the ‘Very red living room,” 
where the red stucco Veneziano 
walls match the sofas upholstered 
in lush red velvet. With the addi
tion of the bronze chandeliers and 
his own animal-shaped table and 
lamp designs, as well as a dragon- 
bedecked eighteenth-century Japa
nese wood imperial presentation
panel, Bryant’s fantasy was extended.
He didn’t stop there. Napoleon’s 
sister once slept in the lavishly 
draped, early-i8oos bed that is in 
his wife’s bedroom. “It’s like a wonderful boat,” Bryant says.

Bryant’s own bedroom is also an eye-stopper. Baby ele
phants run around the edge of the carpet, the Anglo-Indian 
desk and chest are inlaid with bone, and the windows 
are covered with antique Tibetan doors with hand-cast 
irongrillwork. Bryant sleeps in an alcove-sized nineteenth- 
century Chinese wedding bed. “I’m in an Oriental mood,” he 
says. “I wanted something very, very different, but I didn’t 
want to suffer for the look. The fantasy is there, but when 
the lights go out, you are comfortable.

The Idth-century bed in Patricia
Bauman's bedroom, above, belonged
to Napoleon’s sister. The drapery
fabric is Clarence House's satin Jaspe
Prelude in argent, lined with
Grlmani from Stroheim & Romann.
The early-ldth-century Russian
armchair is from Bernard Steinitz, Paris.
ik Bryant’s signature tiger heads
adorn the marble tub and sink, below.



Si84ifr!

:7.A 19th-century teak Chinese
wedding bed and an Anglo-Indian
desk Inlaid with bone and wood
accentuate the Aslan look of
Bryant’s bedroom. Tibetan door
paneis camouflage a set of shelves.
Sources, see back of book.



TYGER. TYGEk
Hardware seems a prosaic
term tor Brv^ant’s work. lie
calls his fancies—such as this
playful tiger, which serves as
a wall-mounted bathroom
faucet—“jewelry for the home."
The faucet and door handle

■iiilable in sterling silverare
and in a lead-free brass that is
approved for plumbing fivnires.
Sources, see back of book.
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TRADE SECRETS
A STITCH IN TIME
The Clarence House satin jaspe Prelude 
draperies in Patricia Bauman’s bedroom 
were hand-embroidered with a custom trim
at Lesage, Paris. The finely crafted trim 
matches the motif on the bed’s canopy.

WILD KINGDOM agical world of detailWhimsy tempers opulence, for a m;
SLEEP SOFTLY

THE RED PLANET Napoleon Bonaparte’s sister 
once owned this 19th-century 
bed that seems to float on 
four gilded griffins. It’s only 
fitting to swathe it in regal 
hues. The splendid tassel is from 
M&J Trimming Co., New York.

Richer and more luminous than
paint, stucco Veneziano is “the
most elegant wall finish,” says
Louise Hunnicutt, a decorative
painter. Its color evokes a
sunset behind a bronze sculpture.
ca. 1930S, in the living room.

LIFE FORMS
Bryant uses the lost-wax method
to cast his pieces, including this
solid sterling silver door lever
in the form of a stylized alligator.
The ancient technique allows
him an astonishing level of
detail and tactility, “My pieces
are meant to be held,” he says.



TO MAXIMIZE
MOUNTAIN VIEWS,

ARCHITECT
STEVEN HOLE

DESIGNED A
HOUSE IN

THE SHAPE OF
THE LETTER “Y



Holl's Y House is a machine for
capturing the mountain views.
As you look into the split end of
the Y, the living room with its
giant deck Is to the left, above
the guest bedrooms, in the other
arm of the house, the master
bedroom Is positioned above the
kitchen and dining room.



The heart of the house is
the cleft created by Its letter
form, right, which acts as a
division between the spaces
and as an open-ended well
to bring light to the center of
the house. HA view from the
entry porch, below, shows a
light fixture that picks up
on the hopscotch geometries
of the house. ■ With their
barn red siding and exposed
steel structure, the living
room and master bedroom
porches, opposite page.
evoke the area's working
vernacular buildings.

CORBUSIER the house was, famously, a “machineOR LE
for living,” and architects since have delighted in com
ing up with other machine metaphors to apply to the
modern home. Steven Holl’s Y House, a 3,500-square-
foot getaway lodge completed last year lonelyon a
Catskill mountaintop, might be called a machine for

viewing, or, more accurately, a machine for blasting off into
the sky “The whole idea is that this thing spirals up into
space,” Holl says, describing the movement of the house
with a Frisbee-toss flourish of his hands. “I wanted it to
ascend into the view.

And what a view it is. Five miles up a steep, sporadically 
paved road, the ingeniously contorted house looks out on an
unbroken sweep of terrain that is closer to something one 

might find at a Tclluride retreat than on a site onlv a few hours from
Manhattan. From the deck on the second and highest level, you 
take in a r8o-degree view south to the 4,200-foot peak of Slide

can

Mountain, more than 40 miles away The view is reflected in the fully 
glazed facade behind you, and suddenly it is mountains and sky 
all around. There are some fields and clearings here and there on the
distant hills—and the trestle of a fire tower alone on a ridge—but
amazingly no other sign of human activity.

It was for this precious commodity—solitude—that the clients (an 
Austrian couple who collect architectural drawings as well as signa
ture architect-designed homes) purchased the site, and it was to 
intensify the view that the house took its eponymous letter form.

The choreography begins well before the front door. The driveway, 
unmarked gravel path, swings wide around the site, breaking 

through a wall of brush to reveal the house, slab-sided and painted 
bam red, in a clearing on the brow of its own summit. Coming 
stop, you are only steps from the entrance, a simple, wood-framed

an

to a
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he body moving through space completes the act of architecture.
porch at the end of the stem of the Y.

The twisted but indelible logic of the house 
is all revealed right there—in the finely crafted 
nisticity, the tweak of the porch roof where it 
launches up to follow the slanted, faceted ceil
ing within the house, and the double front 
doors, hinged so that they can swing away out 

of sight. The doors are identical except for 
the location of a large milk-glass panel 
each—high on the left, low on the 
right—making a kind of abbreviated four

square checkerboard. This figure, echoed in the 
patterns that finish the purposefully crude 
Crete chimney enclosure and in the knight’s-move 
geometry of the windows, is the key to a second 
concept behind the Y House; an unusual division 
of the spaces into “day” and “night’

“It’s not a functionally driven house,” Holl 
explains. “It’s driven by a spatial idea: reversing 
the layering of day and night spaces compared 
with what you find in the usual weekend house.” 
Holl points out that the “night” spaces—the 
three bedrooms and associated baths—are not 
simply piled on top of the “day” spaces, such as the 
kitchen and living room. Instead, they are set in 
a dynamic diagonal relationship across the forked 
chasm of the house, an arrangement that requires 
a lot of movement up and down the long stair that 
floats back from the convergence of the Y 

“My position is that the body moving through 
the space completes the act of architecture," Holl 
says. More movement, therefore, must equal 
more “architecture.”

As you step through the front doors into the 
lofclike main space, this organizational idea 
becomes dear. To the right, the floor slopes down 
slightly to the two guest bedrooms, and the eye 
led up to the light and a hint of the grand 
the living room, which fills the entire upper story 
of the wider arm of the house.To the left, the pat
tern is reversed: the open kitchen is reached by a 
short, broad ramp, and the master bedroom 
hangs above it. Here, at 
this spot just inside the The second'floor 
doors, Holl achieves what living room surveys 

so many architects now the Catskill range, 
seek: an exploding, disori- To the left, below a 
enting space, where the slit window that looks 
floors, bending up on one into the split In the 
side and drooping down on Y, a line of custom 
the other, rival the complex- built-Jns holds books 
ity of the fractured ceiling and stereo equipment, 
plane. But thou^ the effect The lights In front 
is impressive, the means of the mobile at far 
are minimal: blond wood, right were designed by 
white paint, gentle slopes. Christopher Otterbine.
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More movement equals more architecture”—Stephen Holl



“You only need inches to make it happen,” HoU says.
Such gestural, poetic work is the hallmark of Holl’s 

houses. His Berkowitz House (1988), overlooking the 
ocean in Martha’s Vineyard, is a poetic riff on the skele
ton of a beached whale; his Stretto House (1992), in Dal
las, sets a group of pavilions into the overlapping 
rhythms of that musical form. His designs often begin as 
visceral impressions and result in spaces preoccupied 
with snaring sunlight, a feat perhaps best achieved in his 
celebrated design for the Museum of Contemporary Art 
in Helsinki, Finland, completed in 1998.

To pull off all the moves in the Y House, however, HoU 
was given unprecedented freedom. “They promised they 
wouldn’t interfere with the design,” he says of his clients, 
clearly relishing the memory. But the residents of the Y 
House have since imposed their own personality: the 
walls are covered with pieces from their large collection 
of architectural drawings. The foyer is dominated by sky

•

scraper studies by Peter Cook, and the dining room by
two swirling Zvi Hecker sketches. The upstairs landing
is lined with Lebbeus Woods drawings—architectural
fantasias set in wartime Sarajevo. It’s another Y House
reversal: there’s not even a birdhouse visible for miles
outside, but there’s a cityful of buildings on its walls.

To one side of the entry hall, there is another quiet cog 
in the view-capturing machinery of the house: a simple
coat rack, a steel bar arching from the floor to the waU in
one motion, braced only by a thin strut that tapers like
a baton. The rack surrounds a small window that frames
that distant fire tower, the one man-made object in the
hundreds of miles the house commands. It’s a neat trick:
as soon as the residents hang up their coats, the view is
blocked, and that last tiny intrusion disappears.

Philip Nobel writes about architecture and design for
Metropolis and other publications.

The entrance hall In the stem
of the Y, left, Is a collision of
structure and circulation. The
stair floats across the space,
from the front door to the
living room. BThe concrete
and slate fireplace, above,
anchors one corner of the living
room. BAt the top of the
main stairs, at the convergence
of the house's two arms,
opposite page, you can take in
the view from the living room
as well as the master bedroom
up the stairs to the left.
Sources, see back of book.
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Fifteen generations of Corsinis have enjoyed the Renaissance symmetry'of thejr family garden
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SIGNS OF EVERYDAY EIEE-BAEES, DOEES, 
BICYCEES-APPEAR AEONG THE CENTRAE PATH

UR GARDEN,” says Princess Giorgiana Corsini 
with characteristic practicality, “is like an old 
English frock. A little tattered here and

m there, but of frightfully good quality.” The 
W analogy Ls fitting. Here is a private Renaissance 
garden just a few steps from the center of Florence 

that has belonged to the same family since the t6oos. For 
more than 15 generations the Corsinis (who owe part of their 
fame and fortune to a pope and several cardinals, and who 
have left their mark as enlightened patrons of the arts) have 
frolicked, entertained, and conversed among this garden’s 
symmetrical box hedges, ancient stat
ues, and potted citrus trees. More to The formal garden, 
the point, they still do. The present right, also has spaces
inhabitants of the palace and its garden for play. ■ Fiona Corsini 

Prince Filippo, the princess, and enjoys the company 
two of their four children, twins Nen- of her chiidren, above, 
cia and Fiona, as well as Fiona’s three in the shade of

are

young children.
When Prince and Princess Corsini IThe Corsini famiiy 

moved into the family palazzo some crest, opposite page, 
20 years ago, they were delighted to leans against the 
find that the garden, though not very pedestal of one of the 
well kept, was virtually intact. “For classical statues that 
many years,” Giorgiana Corsini says, border the central path.

a large magnolia tree.
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“some old contadini had cut 
the boxwood hedges by 
hand using a sickle and gar
den scissors. The result was 
that the once linear hedges 
had gone all topsy-turvy 
and looked like enormous 
snakes.” With the help of her 
sister, landscape designer 
and garden writer Oliva 
di Collobiano, she set the 
garden straight. Parterres 
were realigned, ancient paths 
were uncovered, and the 
Renaissance love of symme
try and geometric order was restored.

nearing loo years of age, are numbered 
and placed each year, as winter begins 
to thaw, in exactly the same position as 
the years before. Each lemon tree grows 
in a huge terra-cotta pot that bears the 
thirteenth-century Corsini family crest 
on one side. Some of the older pots, sev
eral dating back to the 1790s, bear the 
chips and cracks of their many passages 
to and from the orangeries.

As one makes one’s way along the 
central path, bordered by statues and 
lemon trees, and toward the far end of 
the formal garden, the signs of everyday 
life become increasingly apparent. Balls, 

dolls, and small bicycles are 
scattered here and there; under 

■bsk the shade of a large magnolia 
tree is a play area where Fiona 
Corsini brings her children.

Not far from this play area is 
a large lawn where the Corsini 
children and grandchildren often 
meet. An inviting sofa layered 
with cushions is a favorite 

HB resting place, and when we vis- 
ited, Nencia spent much of her 

^ time there writing out invita- 
tions for her wedding. Although 
she has created a beautiful 

fljUII home in one of the old grecn- 
^^j|| houses, she says she goes there 
5^^ only when she wants to sleep. “I 
^Bjl live in this garden,” she says. 

Together with Fiona she has 
also set up a successful work- 

$ shop in one of the orangeries, 

ri where they teach ancient fresco 
techniques. Once a year in May the 
Corsinis also host an arts and crafts fair 
in this garden.

Though the Corsinis and Oliva di 
Collobiano have succeeded in restoring 
the garden’s original symmetry, they 
have no intention of emulating their 
forbears’ desire to distance themselves 
from nature. On the contrary, they 
have developed a thoroughly hands-on 
approach to everything. “I believe we 
must enjoy the beautiful things that 
have been passed down,” says Giorgiana 
Corsini. In doing so, she and her 
family have instilled new energy in 
an old beauty chat wears its age with 
elegant nonchalance.

C
LASSic ITALIAN gardens
like this one,” di Collo
biano says,
ceived indoors, and their 

elaborate symmetries were designed 
to conceal the irregularities of the 
ground.” Having reduced the hedges 
to their original low and narrow 
shape, di Collobiano, who is known 
for the unfussy elegance of her gar
dens, added a discreetly modern touch 
by redesigning parts of two parterres 
with a circle enclosed by a square. 
Having worked on the contours of 
the garden, the two sisters went on to 
add color and scents with a variety 
of lavenders and other “rigorously 
Mediterranean” plants.

The other great protagonists of this 
garden are the potted lemon trees. 
Over 100 of them, some of them

were con-

Nencia Corsinl’s rooms, top, 
open onto the 18th-century 
orangeries where she and her 
sister Fiona offer courses in 
fresco technique. IGherardo 
Silvani’s design for the 
garden, complete with statues, 
center and opposite page, 
has been restored to classical 
perfection. HThere is still 
room for family pets and their 
less than perfect abodes, right. 
Sources, see back of book.
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FROM TOP: Silver-plated 
Victorian salad servers with 
cut-glass handles. $395, 
lames II Galleries; porcelain 
Bodo Sperleln servers, $90. 
Breukelen;a 19th-century 
pair in carved ivory, $445, 
lames II Galleries; Cylinda in 
stainless steel. $81. Moss.

COOLi

COLLECTED
ARE YOU LOORING FORA PRESENT FOR SOMEONE WITH SPECIFIC

TASTES? WANT TO START SOMEONE OFF ON THE COLLECTING PATH?

HERE ARE SOME DAZZLING OFFERINGS FOR YOUR SHOPPING LIST
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TOI' from left; Idillio cup and saucer. $45. Rosenthal USA Ltd.; Fusion demitasse with platinum trim. $4R. and Black Tulip demitasse. $87. both from Bernardaud: Trio 
Diwall Worcester gold dot cup and saucer, ca. 178Q. $575, Bardith Ltd. Antiques. M1PDU' RC'iW: Palladiana, $65, Rosenthal USA Ltd.: Fiesole coffee cup and saucer with 
gold. $ M2, Richard 6inori: brown and gold French landscape coffee cup and saucer, ca. 1790, $] .000. and English Wilson porcelain and gold coffee cup and saucer, ca. 1815. $450 
both from Bardith. ROW: Victorian Mintons demitasse. S9B5 for sht. Bergdorf Goodman; Roma espresso cup and saucer. $190. Richard Ginori; Lipari striped
Olivier Gagnere cup and saucer, $90. Bernardaud: Goalport cup and saucer with Greek key design, ca. 1810. $250, Bardith; Fiesole small cup and saucer. $110, Richard Ginori.



TOI’ ROW, from left: Silver and ironwork hexagonal box. $750, William Upton ltd.; sterling silver and gilt suitcase pillbox. $950. and onyx and silver sailboat box. 
$4,900. both Asprey & Garrard; Limoges die, $250. and papier-mbch^ Victorian shoe box. $400, both Dimson Momma; Russian cloisonne on silver. $16,000. Leo Kaplan Ltd. 
MUDDLE RC7W; Mosaic straw box, $5,000. Atelier Viollet Co.: Russian cloisonne on silver with semiprecious stones, $11,000. Leo Kaplan Ltd.; line Vautrin 
mirrored box with gold glass lid. $5,250. Liz O'Brien; sterling silver pillow box. $1,250. and engraved silver cigarette box. $1,950. both Buccellati; oval cut-glass. $2,000. 
Bergdorf Goodman. E^'>TTOM ROW: Ironwork Korean tobacco box inlaid with silver. $2,500, William Upton Ltd., obsidian ami tSK-gold pillbox. $7,900. 
Buccellati: yellow straw box, $t.5D0. Atelier Viollet Co.; inkstone and lacquer. $3,800. William Upton Ltd.; shagreen with silver inlay. K200. Atelier Viollet Co.
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TOP ROW from left: Flute. $70. Cartier; Cosmos platinum-rim highball. $100, Cristal Saint-Louis; Caroline flute, $95, William Yeoward, at Bergdorf Goodman and Nieman Marcus; 
Damier flute, $125, Hermes; Myrtle wineglass. $55. William Yeoward Crystal; Fanfare flute, $75, Hermes. BOTTOM ROW: Moser Tipsy Tumbler, $100. and William Yeoward blue 
glass, $50, both Beridorf Goodman; Attelage green glass, $115, Hermes; Venini blue cordial. $200. Georg Jensen; Meandre white wineglass by Versace. $67.50, Rosenthal USA Ltd.



T11 IS I'AGE.from left: Sterling-silver letter opener. $250, Georg Jensen; Victorian agate-tiandled letter opener, ca. 1880, $475. Kentshire Antiques, at Bergdorf 
Goodman; Victorian bloodstone-handled letter opener with turquoise. $1.265, Victorian celluloid and jet letter opener, ca. 1890, $565, and Victorian carved-wood letter 
opener, ca.1880, $335. all from James II Galleries; Horn letter opener. $95. Calvin Klein Home.

OPPOSITE PAGE, top row: Silver Celebration corkscrew, $275, Asprey & Garrard; silver grape leaf, $1,100, Buccellati: English steel Cellerman corkscrew. $65, and 
Ladies’ Legs German corkscrew, $500, both from Italian Wine Merchants; stainless corkscrew, $33. Moss: sterling loop hand corkscrew. $340. Asprey & Garrard. 
MIDDLE ROW: Vintage silver corkscrew. $595. Bergdorf Goodman; sterling horse head, $340. Asprey & Garrard: American hoar tush. $175, Italian Wine Merchants; 
sterling stag bottle stopper. $125, Asprey & Garrard; French boxwood and brass corkscrew, $60. Italian Wine Merchants. BOTTOM ROW Socrates corkscrew. 
$105, Moss; vintage brass, $795. and vintage silver corkscrews. $795. both Bergdorf Goodman; French Zig Zag Concertina corkscrew, $70. Italian Wine Merchants.





FROM LEFT String of Pearls vase by Gunnel Nyman for Nuutajarvi-Nogsjo, S4.B00, at Gansevoort Gallery; Studio vase, $700. Tiffany & Co.; Turtle vase with platinum, 
$2,400, Lalique; two-tone Velvet vase, $450, Oirefors; ioshua Simpson lemon yellow vase. $770, Oergdorl Goodman.



1

FROM L£FT: Allegro black and white vase with gold flecks, $680, Seguso Viro; stoneware vessel with Indents, $325, Pamela Sunday Ceramics; striped black ceramic vase by 
R. Netter, ca. 1950, $2,400, Alan Moss; Brown Gallery porcelain vase, $100, Tiffany & Co.; fruit-shaped stoneware by Axel Salto for Royal Copenhagen, $12,500, Gansevoort Gallery.
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TOP ROW Bold and
. crystal candlestick by

Williani Budenwrath. $195,
Bergdorf Goodman; Ridge-

^ way pottery candlestick,
i y . ; ca. I85D,$575 a pair.

' James II Galleries; opaline
glass, ca. 1B2S, $4,5DD
a pair, Bergdorf Goodman. '

. BOTTOM RO\W
Medallions on gilt ground

187D, $1,800 a pair.ca
Kentshire Antiques at
Bergdorf Goodman; silver
candlestick by Joban Rohde,
$3,500, Georg Jensen;
gold-plated and rock
crystal, $19,600, Buccellati.



rC>r R^L')\\{from let!: Sterling travel clock, $1,600. Georg Jensen; gilded brass clock. $295, Asprey & Garrard; red leather travel clock, $1,100. Hermes; brass 
clock. $385. Tiffany & Co.; satin nickel clock with ball detail, $2,200. Alan Moss; carved wood clock. $1,500. William Upton Ltd. MI DOLE ROW: Barocco 
clock by Versace. $198, Rosenthal USA Ltd.; turquoise, gold, sapphire, and diamond clock, $12,500, and desk clock in agate with cabochon citrines, $850, both Verdure. 
BOTTOM ROW; Crystal clock. $235, Baccarat; Interplay clock, $600. Steuben; polished nickel ship's wheel clock by Maubossin, $8,500, Alan Moss.





TOP ROW Ca.19th-century brass band paperweight, (375, Dimson Homma; Scottish Perthshire piered dahlia. ^50. Leo Kaplan Ltd. SECOND ROW'; Greco-Roman marble 
foot ca. 1st century ac.. SI7,500, Ariadne Galleries: porcelain hand. ca. 1900, S475, James II Galleries. T} 11RD ROW: Hand-carved grossular stone pear. $780, Asprey & 
Garrard; sterling silver grapes, $300, Dimson Homma. BOTTOM ROW^: Caroline crystal turtle. $570, Lalique; stone wrapped in twine, $58, Troy. Sources, see back ol book.



A simple, sleek beach house created by the late Danish designer

The central room of 

the house designed by 

Hanne KJaerholm 

serves as a showcase 
for the furniture of 

her late husband, Poul, 
including his most 

famous piece, the 

elegant PK24 cane 

chaise longue of 
1965, near right The ' 

floor throughout is | 

covered in woven sisal 
carpet from Haiti.'

BY WENDY MOONANt'
PHOTOGRAPHED BY ANDERS OVERGAARD

STYLED BY M I C H A E L ft E Y N 0 L D S A • ^
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Poul Kjaerholm an JliTs wS^anneTis a shrmeTo Scanflinavian modernism



ANiSH ARCHITECT Hanne 
Kjaerhoim still smiles at the memory of 
one of the ways her late husband, 
designer Poul Kjaerhoim, found inspira
tion. One day in the early 1950s, the two 
were sitting on the beach in Rungsted, 
north of Copenhagen. Poul was frus
trated by a dining room chair design. 
He couldn’t get the seat right. But as 
Hanne stood up, he .stared and suddenly 
cried, “That’s it!” He was looking at the 
impression her fanny had left in the 
sand. A cast was made of it, and Poul had 
the seat for his next chair.

When Planne designed the house in 
Rungsted for her family in 1959, it, like 
the beach, became a laboratory for her 
husband, who went on to design several 
modern-classic pieces of furniture, most 
of which can still be purchased through 
Knoll Studio in the United States. The 
furniture that Poul Kjaerhoim created is 
still laid out as he originally configured it, 
making the house and its contents a 
unique memorial to the vision of the 
designer, who died in 1980.

Hanne created the house on a tight 
footprint (and budget) to fit harmoniously 
into nature. The one-story house of brick 
and wood is perched on the edge of the 
sound between Denmark and Sweden,

One of KJaerholm's PK33/2 
sofas and a PK61 table, opposite 
page, sit atop a Moyen Atlas 
wool rug by Wohnbedarf, Basel, 
Switzerland. ■ The entry, this 
page, top left, features PKl 
chairs and Vilhelm Laufitzen 
lamps from Louis Poulsen, 
Copenhagen. HThe exterior of 
the Kjaerhoim house, top right.
■ A group of PK33 stools, 
center left. ■ Photos of Poul 
Kjaerhoim, center right. ■ The 
counterweighted headrest on 
the PK24 chaise, bottom left.
■ Hanne Kjaerhoim on her 
home’s dock, bottom right
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Tile dining area, left 
features a confluence of 
textures, from whitewashed 
brick and pine paneling 
to the ieather PK9 Tulip 
chairs and ^anite-topped 
PK54 table. The chandelier, 
by Poul Henningsen, is 
from Louis Poulsen. BThe 
PK54 table, below, can be 
expanded with an ingenious 
^-piece extension ring.
The tableware is from Iliums 
Boiighus, Copenhagen.
The wooden plates are 
Japanese. BA pair of PK41 
folding sbH^, opposite 
page, are placed before 
a PKIU room divider.

some Kjaerholm pieces. Thomas has a 
store nearby called Kjaerholms, where he 
sells his father’s furniture, and Hanne 
promotes her husband’s legacy.

and gives the cold shoulder to its neigh
bors: apart from the entry, bedrooms, and 
kitchen, the main elements—dining area, 
living room, and study—are laid out in 
one long rectangular room that faces the 
water. Denmark can be cold and bleak, 
but the natural materials the Kjaerholms 
used for the furnishings—sisal rugs, 
leather couches, wooden desk and stor
age cabinets, stone tables —give the place 
a feeling of cozy warmth.

Hanne continues to teach architecture 
at Copenhagen’s RoyalAcademyofArt, 
where she is the only woman professor. 
She still lives in the house, often enter
taining her son, Thomas, her four grand
children, and her good friend Ejner 
Pederson, whose company produces

NE OF THE DARLINGS of 
the golden age of Danish mod
ernism in the 1950s and 1960s, 
Pbul Kjaerholm—a recent book 
on his work reveals—was the 

designer originally tabbed to furnish 
the grand foyer of the Kennedy Center 
in Washington, D.C. (The plans were 
scrapped because of funding problems 
and other troubles, Thomas Kjaerholm 
says.) Today he is being rediscovered 
in America, where architects are speci
fying his classic stainless-steel and cane
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A rustic, global ambience 
pervades the master bedroom, 
opposite page, where a col
lection of Japanese sandals 
hangs on the wall and a Mexican 
rug covers the bed. A Sort 
Yanagi butterfly chair sits at 
right. BTwo PKU armchairs, 
this page, top left. IHanne 
poses with her son, Thomas 
KJaerholm, and his son, Laurits, 
top right. BA “No diving” sign 
on the dock, center left. BA 
KJaerholm Tulip chair, center 
right. BThe bookshelves in 
the living area, bottom left, 
were designed by Mogens 
Koch. BA budding shutterbug. 
Sources, see back of book.

chaise of 1965 for their hippest clients.
In Denmark, Kjaerhohn has never 

been forgotten. “He was called God,” 
says Per Mollerup, the former editor 
of Mobilia, a Danish design magazine. 
While most Danish modern furniture 
is made of oiled wood, Kjaerholm’s is 
steel, often cantilevered, with seats of 
luxurious leather, woven cane, or canvas. 
Carl Magnusson, design director of 
the Knoll Studio, says, “Kjaerholm’s 
approach is more minimal modernist 
than modern romantic. He derives 
elegance from the structure, as opposed 
to the shape.”

Jared Goss, a curator of modern 
design exhibits at the New York Metro
politan Museum of Art, says, “Kjaer- 
holm was reconciling the Scandinavian 
warmth of materials with modern aes
thetics and technologies. The Bauhaus 
still looks severe to us in the home. 
Kjaerholm managed to bridge the gap 
between the office and the domestic.”

Mollerup adds, “There was no com
promise in his design. He said if you 
turned his furniture upside down, the 
bottom should be finished with as much 
care and be as beautiful as the top.”

As proof, Hanne Kjaerholm is happy 
to let a visitor turn over and examine any 
piece of furniture in her home. But she 
also wants it noted that however excel
lent her husband’s contribution to the 
place was, it would be nothing without 
her own. “Don’t forget,” she proudly 
points out, “I designed the house.” cSa
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TOURISTS VISIT THEIR CHATEAU, BUT THE COUNT 
AND COUNTESS DE NICOLAY KEEP IT FROM FEELING 
LIKE A MUSEUM BY FILLING IT WITH FAMILY LIFE

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MICHAEL T. McDERMITWRITTEN BY JUDITH WARNER

PRODUCED BY CYNTHIA FRANK
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However forbiddmg the Renaissance
facade of Chateau du Lude. this page, may
be. the interior is a hospitable place for
family and friends. ■ Antoine de Nicoiay.
opposite page, stands in the games room. 
The bench was made for the chateau by 
Les Ateliers du Lude, Le Lude. France.





OR THE MOST PART, Louis-Jean dc Nicolay is 
typical French provincial politician. As a regional 

counselor in Le Mans and Nantes and adviser to the 
mayor in his hometown, Le Lude, he spends his life 
in meetings about train lines and taxes; and he 
drives around in an old clunker of a car. The only 
difference is that to get to his house, he has to cross 
a moat. And once he crosses that moat, parks his 

and disappears into his 25-foot fortified walls, 
he enters another world.

The roofs of Le Lude are visible beyond his 
property’s walls. Passing trucks can be heard

car,

through the trees of the park. But republican 
France—the France of elections and council meet
ings and querulous citizens—is kept at a seignorial 
distance. Nicolay may be a man of the late twentieth 
century, but the Chateau du Lude is resolutely, 
immutably, a bastion oila vieiUe France.

Louis-Jean de Nicolay grew up there hearing 
stories of his grandfather’s hunting parties: five-day 
affairs with scores of friends, servants, dogs, horses,

Under the
Loire Valley stone, the cook, Paulette.
left, prepares bitter orange marmalade.
Copper pots from the 19th century line
one wall. The large terra-cotta urn in the
background is used for storing cabbage.

Antoine and Arnoud de Nicolay, right.
sit in an alcove In the hallway.
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Scenes from the dining room show the chateau In a holiday mood. Clockwise from top right: Arnoud de NIcolay at the table. 
■ The Christmas menu in a 19th-century stiver frame. HA 19th-century Regency console holds a feast fit for a count, with dishes from 
ChristoRe, Paris, and cakes from Laduree, Paris. iThe Louis XVI chair Is covered with an ISthcentury Beauvais tapestry. The ISthcentury 
tea set is from Le Poincon Brussels: the Limoges cup is from Jean-Louis Coquet In St Leonard de Noblat ■ Opposite page: Debas. the 
keeper, tends the fire in the IGthcentury fireplace. Nineteenthcentury fabric covers the walls. The decorations are by Catherine Joyaux. Paris.

games-
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and children. Henri IV slept there, after signing the 
Edict of Nantes, in a bedroom that has kept its dark 
tulip-painted panels and floral-patterned, pressed- 
leather wall coverings. Garrisons of English troops 
in the Hundred l:hars’ War lodged there, back when 
the castle was a fortress.

In the sixteenth century, the medieval fortress was 
transformed into a Renaissance palace. In the seven
teenth century, the ramparts and citadel became a 
garden terrace overlooking the Loir River. An 
eighteenth-century facade now looks out over that 
garden, linking two Renaissance wings. The weight of 
history is heavy, like the responsibility of keeping up 
a place so large that the mistress of the house. Countess 
de Nicolay, says she has never managed to count all 
the bedrooms. “I didn’t realize, when I first came here 

twenty, what it would mean to live in a place like 
this,” she says. “At that age you don’t know what 
you’re getting in for, which is probably a good thing.”

N THE EARLY YEARS of their marriage, the 
Nicolays decided to continue the tradition 
started by Louis-Jean’s mother, the former 
princess of Orleans-Bragance, of opening the 
chateau to the public. It was a way to pay the 
bills and keep the chateau linked to the outside 
community. But, they agreed, they would not 

allow their home to become a museum, or live like 
actors in a tableau vivant. To gain some privacy, they 
made an apartment for themselves in one of the tow
ers. But they soon reconsidered that decision. “We 
live in this huge chateau—why live in one hundred 
square meters?” says Barbara de Nicolay. So they 
decided to find away to make their enormous house 
into a life-sized home.

They made the little salon of the eighteenth- 
century wing into their summer living room. They 
made the Renaissance library their winter evening 
retreat. They decided to live among the chateau’s fur
niture, rugs, and tapestries—setting small tables in 
the massive dining room, and mixing contemporary 
couches with seventeenth-century chairs uphol
stered in Beauvais tapestry. "We want to be comfort
able,” says Louis-Jean de Nicolay. “This is the house 
we live in, not a museum we come to on weekends.” 

The Nicolays decided to live with the visitors 
who come to tour the chateau—six afternoons a 
week, six months out of the year—without roping 
off their sitting rooms, and to revive, as much 

possible, the life of the castle as it was lived in

at

.4
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earlier times: hunting parties, balls, and Christmas and 
New Year’s celebrations with friends and family. “You 
have to have these houses filled with people and with 
noise: doors slamming shut, children running,” says 
Barbara de Nicolay. “My husband always says, we have 
a big house—let’s use it.”

Of course, there are drawbacks: Furniture wears out. 
China breaks. Tourists steal chocolates and cigarettes. 
“People aren’t used to seeing a house like this lived in,” 
says Barbara de Nicolay. “They think they’re 
museum or a hotel.” Once, she remembers, when 
of the drivers for the Le Mans auto 
the castle, one of them accosted her. “He said his bed 
was too soft,” she recalls. ‘And he was shouting, ‘I want 
to see the manager!’

“Tliere is no manager,” I told him. “This is myhome.”ris4j 

Judith Warner is a writer based in Paris.

in a
some

race were staying in
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The bed. desk, and chair of the Louis Xvi
bedroom are all of the period. The
bedsheets are embroidered cotton
from Penelope. Paris, and the curtains
around the bed are from Toiles de
Mayenne. Mayenne. France. Lacquered
feathers cover the 12th-century dome
over the bed. Sources, see back of book.
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HUNTING & GATHERING Pages 73-80

Page 74, D & F Workroom Inc. 212-352-0160. 
carld^'dandfwork-room.com. Lamp available 
through Albrizzi, NYC. 212-570-0417.
Page 76, Baccarat mosaic tumbler in red,
S250.800-777-0100. Books on table, from top: 
Lipstick red patent leather fashion diary, 
S240, Smythson of Bond Street, London. 877- 
SMYTIISON. In the U.S., available at Bergdorf 
Goodman. 800-558-1855. Semikolon medium 
linen-covered book, S34, Troy, NYC. 212-941- 
4777. 888-941-4777, outside NY. Decorating 
Notes, S170, Smythson of Bond Street.
Page 80, paintbrush courtesy ofJanovic/Plaza 
Inc., NYC. 212-772-1400.

WHERE TO BUY IT

COVER
Malmaison Gold espresso cup/saucer, Christofle. 

877-PAViLLON. christofle.com. Paragon coffee 
cup and juice glass, The Prop Company, Kaplan 
& Associates, NYC. 212-691-7767. Shoes, Manolo 
Blahnik, Barneys New Yirk. 888-8BARNEYS. Gold 
round Martha sturdy tray Pickard Gold coffee 
pot, Osborne Gold creamer, demitasse silver 
spoon, all from Bergdorf Goodman. 800-558-1855. 
Upholstery on bed and pillow, Damasco Impe- 
rio, Clarence House, NYC. Throu^ architects 
and designers. 212-752-2890. Tassel, M & J 
Trimming Co., NYC. 212-391-9072. Polonaise, 
Pallavicini in garnet, Clarence House. Lining. 
Grimani, Stroheim & Romann, NYC. Through 
architects and designers. 718-706-7000.

TABLE OF CONTENTS Pages 6-12
Page 6, mural and stools byjaun Pablo Molyneux, 
J.P Molyneux Studio, Ltd. NYC. 212-628-0097, 
Painting for mural and floor by Staszek 
Kotowskl. 914-762-4357. Architect, Steven Holl, 
Steven Holl Architects, NYC. 212-629-7262.
Lacar Nappa leather in Rubin, Dualoy Inc., 
available throu^ architects and designers. 
212-736-3360. Fiona Corsini’s clothes,
Miss Italy on Holidi^ collection by 
Domitilla Getty, available at Barneys 
New'York, 888-8BARNKYS. Page 12,
Eames lounge chair, Herman Miller 
for the Home. 800-646-4400.

GREEN THOUGHTS Pages 92-96
Festival of the Old Camellias of Lucca. 011-39- 
0583-55-505. linketto.it/camellia. See same 
contacts for Villa Orsi, Lucca, Italy.

ON THE BLOCK Pages 108-112
Sloan’s Auction Galleries. For toys and sports 

memorabilia, Washington, D.C, 
800-649-5066. For lead 

soldiers, Miami, FL. 
800-660-4524.

subscriberdirect.com/hg
House & Garden's reader link 
keeps you plugged into the 
latest products, people and 
events in the world of design.

I UNCORKED 
’ Pages 114-116

'98 Chateau de Beau- 
castel, Spec’s Liquors & 

Fine Foods, Houston, TX.
__  888-526-8787. specson-

line.com. Also Tim’s Wine Market, 
Orlando, FL. 407-895-9463. timswine.com,
’98 Vieux Telegraphe, Mainstreet Wine & 
Spirits, Countryside, IL, 888-354-0355. main- 
stTeetwine.com. Also John Hart Fine Wines Ltd. 
312-482-9996. johnhartfmewinc.com. ’98 Font 
de MicheUe, Mainstreet Wine & Spirits. ’98 
Boisrenard, Draeger’s, San Mateo, CA. 650-685- 

3725. ’98 Jean Deydier et Fils, 
Kermit Lynch Wine Merchant, 
Berkeley, CA. 510-524-1524.

Special December Feature: DOMESTIC BUSS Pages 33-68
Page 48, Buzz: NYC Firewood,
Copiague, NY. 631-789-0226. nyc- 
firewood.com. Page 60, Larder;
Rosenthal studio n-inch round 
plate, AD HOC, NYC. 212-982- 
7703. Alessi Tendentse n-inch 
round rimmed plate, Moss, NYC. 212-226-2190. 
Muirfield square plate, ad hoc. Page 62,
Then & Now: Constance Spry Flower School, 
Surrey, England. 011-44-1252-734-477, Flowers by 
Anthony Todd. 212-367-7363. Page 66, The 
Coast: Portraits By Artists, Beverly Hills, CA. 
portraitsbyartists.com. Commissioned Portraits 
by Roger Henry, Los Angeles, CA. 213-840-1104. 
arkoniine.com/henryhtml. Souls Footwear 
and Travel Accessories, Los Angeles, CA. 888- 
668-3489. soulsshoes.com. Healing Waters, Ivos 
Angeles, CA. 323-651-4656.

Register your opinion on 
furniture, furnishings and 
decorating.

HUNTING & GATHERING 
Pages 73-80

FIRST PRINCIPLE Page 119
Chair, Donzella, NYC. 212-965-8919, 
donzella.com. Upholstery, Glace from 
Donghia Furniture and Textiles, NYC. 
Through architects and designers. 800- 
DONGHIA, donghia.com. Drapes, Kings Trade 
from Christopher Hyland, Inc., NYC. 
Through architects and designers. 212-688- 
6121. Drawing by James Sienna from Gorney 
Bravin t Lee, NYC. 212-352-8372. Venus 
Obliteree sculpture by Sosno from Daum 
Boutique, NYC. 212-355-2060. daum.com.

f Visit now for:
'•W'

Events

Shopping Guides

Reader Service . I CONDfi NAST HOUSE & GARDEN
Scatemem Rci}uired Uyig HS.C. 36S5 showing the Ownership, MnDogement and Circidatian ofCONDfi NASTHOUSE & GARDEN, pubUshed 
monthly (11 issues) for October 1. tooo, Publication No. 014-391. Annual suhsenption price $19.97.

I. Location ofknown office ofPublication is4'nmesSquare, NewYbrk, New York 10036.
l. lascarion of the Headquarters or General Business Offices of the Publiahetis4Times Square, New York, New York 10036.
3. The names and addresses of the Publisher, Editor, and Managing Editor are: Publisher, Brenda Saget. Advance Magazine Publishers, Inc., 

published thfot^h its division. The Conde Nasc Publications, Inc , 4 Times Square, New York, N.Y 10036. Editor, Dominique Browning, 4'L'imes 
Square, New kbtk, N.Y. 10036. Managing Editor, Alice Sicmpelkamp, 4 Times Square, New York, N.Y. 10036.

4. The owner is; The Cond6 Nast Publications. Inc., 4 Times Sejuare, New York, New York 10036. Stocklioldet; Directly or indirectly through 
intermediate corporations to Advance Publications, Inc.; The Advance Voting Trust, sole votingstockholder. 950 Hmgerboard Road. Staten Island, 
N.Y 10305.

5. Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount ofbonds, mortgages, oroiher 
sceutities are; None.

6. Extent and nature of circulation;

Furniture Survey

Be among the first 100 
to participate in our 
survey, and you'll receive 
a free 100 page color 
catalog from McGuire.

Single li&ue 
nearest to

Average No. Gipies Single Issue 
cedi issue during nearest to

preceding i2 mnmhs filing dace

s093f0yi

Average No. Cupic& 
each isajc during 

preceding 12 months 

5s4^915.89*

filing date
D. Free Disccibucion by MiuJ
E. Free Distribution Qutaide 

the MbU
F. *1btal Free Distribution
G. Total Distribution
11.Copies Not Distributed
I. Total
J. Pea'ciuS^id 

and/or Requested 
Circulation

8.574A. '[oral No. Copies primed
B. Paid and/or Requested 

Circuladan
I. Paid/Rcqucsted Outside- 

County Moil .Subscriptions 
X. Sales Through Dealers 

and Camera, Street Vendors, 
Couiiler Sales, and Ocher 
Non-USPS Paid Disttibucion 

C* Total Paid and/or Rcqucstcrl 
Circulation

995.007
11,939

JIJ55756.00s
139.003995,008
97.1866

21.513
798.934
294.1171.093,051
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650421
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Check out House & Carden’s "News & Views’' Marketing website at 42. Donjhia- Oongh^'s fileganl end stiiliingly 
liar<3iomccclla:lioR3oi I'pnoi^erK’lumiturc, tex-
-.ll'.r, •mdw' ite'J accessories are well 65, Eanhstone Wood Fire ttvenc; The I'ltimalo 
Iciowfi (or their cisnslurc styling. bJendii^ ctsssic cooKing applionce. Produce n mulhtufla o( baXmg. 
•,vi(h modern lines, their familiar mth the imrapect- grilling and roasting items that cannot bo matcCied 
ed, »ed on i.iii"!:''! its nf texture and color sensi
bility. Send S3 for a broehcro,
43. Franensen Moloii Giomme: C.cir.ms’s col- 
itellciii itivi-do liXCi-.pl.onnl reproductions of 
e!assic»t styles from Unis X-/I and period 181!i 
century England to Empire and eic^nt rtr>
Oko. J25.

www.housegarden.com-
To receive more information from our advertisers, simply tilt out the 
form below and send it to House & Garden. P. 0. Box 5215, Pittsfield, MA 
01203-5215. If the reply card is missmg; you may mail us your 
request. Please indicate the information you wish to receive using the 
numbers provided, as well as the amount requested (if applicable). 
Make check or money order payable to House & Garden.

by conventiffliBl cooldng Equipment. Catal(«S3, 
800-040-4915 or visit MfthstQnccJGns.com.
56. Mugnaini, I.LCr Imported Italian \vccd-flrcd 
o'lans for your home and gardsn. Boko pino, roast 
and grill meats and vs^tsbies.
67. Pnacacli Alley; Premie: importers of bauiy 
b;:d nnd bath linans and accessories fer over 25 
yearn. Call 800-81CM3708 for n mt»ller near wu, 

capiurss the cas.i'>l el<»gsnce and beauty of English qa Tn-nj USA- Fo- «vi- h-n-h.iw nf rntn estate furi,sh.ngs. Tie limetessUauty of this col- lo^yoj' tree b.D.ivire ot IJIU
Inctlnn ir KMcr.rri liimcSi circle OPfiling, hand
some venesr inlays, stwped to[w, and s lightly dlr> 
tressed t.iusii. For a dealer l.i your arw visit 
vAWi.hrliman.cem nr call 80C-253-5345.
45. Hanmiton: Henredonftmiiljre is among Ihs 
f.nea made. From tovin^ydstoiledtradltionel. to 
Sleekly st^h-icatad ewtemporar/, this is furniture 
for n liM-me.
46 Lignn Rosel: DiKwer the timninas design 
nwiiiifiiclgrca m rmneo, Toorterour 150-pag: cst- 
nlOR. or for Bm r'-w in ycvjr area, call 800-BY- 
ROSET, $10.
47. L.i. Bfiam Start here CO ANYWHERE';
Classic men's jind ’vomeri'sappar.;, iK jo'lfwii 
heme furnishings; and e'cellent outdoor spoitiig 
gear. Call for your FREE cstalcg today. SOO-581- 
2326-
48. Magnoll;. Hall Mif!nr|,a l-leil is me nation's 
oldest and largest source of mL'JCim-r; islity repro
ductions. From chairs and chandel.w. to sn*as and

46. Siiffi Fit. !nc. Slipcovem By Mail: Cffrcr o.d 
furniture or redecorate with Bure Fit'.; af/o'dahlc 
rejdy-modc slipcevcm. Onc-plecc c!astic;zed e0'‘- 
ers fit most uphrlslered furniture and really slay in 
place. Available m heavy, machine -.sashablc fab
rics s>ich ss Gomask, chenille, velvet and mute- 
lasso, Free catalog. 888-SiJRE FIT 
vr.w.surefit.com.
50. ThR Mitchell Gold Company; Fra 
free bfoclurs on great looking, incredibly comfml- 
able, Msy-to-take-caro-of sofas, clHiin, and more,
0811800-789-5401.

44, Hekmnn-1 inkman's Arl.n^nn MIIIg collection

h^ performance bnthmam fixtures, call 800-350- 
8686 oxt. 1702 rr "isit us on the \veb 
at "Ar.-r, lntouss.com.1. American Guilts!'' Trre Leader in American- 

Mnde Quills', Anlique-t«w-Ami^, Custom-Made
. or in-3fack. Toil (rco 877-531-1619 or "l?;t our 
; website at "rww.americaiiriuilK.Rom.
2. Red Batnn'r, Antiques; Auctions and retail fnr- 

,tuims important architecluml anticues, decorative 
sirta, and cniiccflbirer. FrnocatJitfs 404-252-3770. 
'■'S'.'fYn

23- Borsiteim'?; For n*pect«"'ar«l!St.nri nl inw- 
clry and gifts that will surpass ywr sipectalions, 
csil 800^00-3073 for n compi inoi'*-ir;
24. PlPAsnrnndmflr'i r.-r-n Iwsl'"' i efnenry

80. Venl-A-Hnnil: '.'ent-A-Uood's "Magic Lung'cen- 
trifugni bliy.ves efficiently liquefy cooking grease 
'.'jhilo permanently exhnusting odors. It's tfie most 
powerful, efficient, quiet and easy to clean vantila- 
tion system you nn Inctall in your homo.
70. Vihing Range Gnrpnmllnm Viking Range out
fits the 'iltimalc liitchen v/ilh cooliing, ventilation, 
cleanup, and refrigeration products, as well as out
door grills. 880-8454641. www.vikingrango.com,
71- Watarworks: Watorv/orks, enrcf'.-liy..........
exclusive products include bam fitting and acens 
soriES, unique washstands, furniture, tilo and 
stone. Vft are the only shpvrrrvjm m the countiy W 
offer this comprehensive saleetlon of bath and 
kitchen components. CiU 800-893-6757 for the 
showroom nearest you or vi: it our website at 
www.waterwnfks.net. Cirlaiog $15.
72. Piawe senci me all free licms in this catiq^.

25. Amszot* Orygoods: Cataiog shovring 50 
sc'x-mg patterns for traditlonBl drapwic.. F"'i 
size patterns on durable paper ".ith 2b"y to fol
low instructions, www.amazondrygooite.com.

„4. Acura: For a closer look et the 1u,l line of Acur.- 20. Karnstan; Kar^istan ofiers i.mmeia s^i.ng, 
;.m.'tomobiies. visit wwvr.nrura.com or call pettem, and color all 'voven together to prov'dn
'800-T0ACURA for a complimentary brochure, or to enduring floor fashions for the home. The

Karastan you are consideiing today wi,l t» n pari 
of your life lor years 1o ernno and with If srestan, 
you know It will be s beautiful part. The brochure 
llt.istrates the beauty of Karastan '.viJi color pho
tography, shopping tips, end cnns imcr ad-ricc on 
using carpets and ru^. Please specify rugs or 
broadlonm. $3.
27 Wools of Navr Zealand: Enhance you- lymiB 
with the long-Iastins beauty of Wools of Nwr 
Zealand Brand carpet?. For a 1r*e teochure or to 
locate your nearest retnller. coil 1-800-452-88C4. 
Of Visit OUT website at www.wooisnicom for more 
iiilormatipii.
28. Please send mo all tree items In this cati>Koiy.

send mn all fn»n items in th's entogor^'.

•a

t-find the showreom neaimst yo<i-
5. Chevy Malibu: A car pacKaged with tho right 
st.iff to get you tnmugh it all. Chevy Malibu. Just 
like you...We'll Be There.
6. Cbevy Truck: Introducmg mo all 
Tahoe. Thir SUV is built to get ymi thiwe.

new Chevy

7. IsiiZM Presents America's Longest Warranty: 
10 ye8T/120,000 rnila Powerfrau. unc.tcd 
'iVaranty, Visit us at ‘.vwvr.isiizu.coni or call 800- 
795-9779 for (Jetiiils. Isuzu. Bo farther.

73. bab/Bap; From jsano and fr^ilcrs to nev/bom 
essentials and the p^cct party outfit, bnbvGap 
the place to shop for baby, babygap-com afwa^ 
open.
74. Front6ra.com: Fumlturo and gifts ter the 
home. Finest brands, wonderful service and com- 
plimenteiy shipping. Frontera.com a superior shop
ping experience. 800-762-5374.

Is
8. Lexus: i'reo brochure on the li.ghly eccleimea 
Lexus Automobiles - the result nf our passionate 
pursuit of perfection.
9. Lincoln Navigate' The 300 hors«wwcr 

.Lincoln Ns'.'igBtoi. American li.'xury anywhere, uny- 
■®me. For more infamv»t,cn. cr to schedule f teS
drive 'flstt your Lincoln de;>lw. call 800-688-8898 
or "isit lineolnvehicies.com.
10. Mazda: First esmo itm nX-7. Titan tho Mlata. 
Nov/, v.e've done it again, with the 2001 Mazda 
TVibuto, the SUV with the soul of a sports car. Noiv 
Bvaliabf at your lixat Mazda Oealer. Test-Oivo oite 
today! To learn more, hit MazdaUSA.com or call 
800-639-1000.
11. Saturn Corporntior Large-, nwro powerful, 
fun to drive. To learn more about out new mid-size 

.sedan and wagon, call 800-522-5000, visit us at 
i.iWww.saturn.com nr stop by ^siur local mfailer.

12. Pica'S sand me a'.I free Items in it.is categoiy.

29. Baldorf R. Bronson Cotlen Roasters-. Estate 
arabica uotfees roasted to perfection. Cali 800- 
955-5282 or ViSit'.vww.batdorf.eom. Jo,n oin- 
Coffee Club, buy ten pounds, gm one frr'p,
30. Frangelico- Im^na tho irms;' Ltlu taste of 
Fraitgclleo...hazelnuts infused w.th berries, For 
more, visit us at www.frangBljco.com.
31. Staiiyfiold Farm*; Yogurt on om.ssionl
Fm FPEE recipes, nutrition, lufomiefion and nwre; 
pease '/isit us at www.aon^eld.com or call 
800-PROu:OWS.
32. Plegsc send me all free items m th-s catrigofy.

.51 Thos. Moser Cnbinelmakeis; Cntebr»i:nBilin 75. Edtlin Bauer- For n stnro near you, plaaro 
netnrnl br*;'h/ nt uhsnY- Thos. Moisi call 800-552-89^3 or visit •'/v/v/.oddlBb"unr,com.
Cebinetmakofs craft furmture oi simple, pracrtul yg, gdywrif!». Hmnlltoii. Bodkseller- Bargain 
fism and lasting '-aiue. 877-708-1973 Boola—shop, America's iRfgcst catalog celection,
www.thn'm''‘'r,'-nm. yp ]q ^%| Horns DCccr,Gardening, Travel,
52. Zagaroll Slassies: At Zajcroii Classier, wo Bi«raplw, much more. Free catalog: 
create the i.ncst leather furniture av-sileble at man- 800-577-3^. 
ijfact-jrrr d,rect pricing. Call 800-877-2424 or 
visit www.z«pirgttt"a''hnr.cnm.
53. Please send me ail fme Items m this csteEorv,

T7. Tofgeii Call BOO-ECO-asoo for stem loca1;on 
nearest you. Assortment nf items wries by store, 
—.'.'w.ta'^f.enm.
78. Please xnd mo all tree Items lO this category,

33. Alexander Julian at Homo "Make the week- 54. Basil Street Gallery A sweeping
13. Domestications: From traditional to trendy end iealo..s...celebrate everyday. That is my motto, collection of prints under mass, replica me^-
and e/wylhmg Hi beteicen. Oomeshcalions has Why not stert at home creating n new look with my meces, besHulief iilazes, Eurepeon-style bronzes,
great values on fashirmabte home fumisliinasand lafdfl fuiiHture. it’s casual. It's comfortablP. Wo bring an art eallery h you. Free catatog.
accessories. For a free catalog: 800-468-2240 ext. Perfect fer celsbratlna’' FREE literature. 35. Oalttm Pavilions, Inc.- We offer the finest
2240 or visit www.domnstlcatiors.com. 800-776-7986, nxt. 604.

34. American leather- Style, Comfort, and 
Selection ..Qunl% Leather Fumitum is ari in-.'set- 
ment you '.vill enjoy for many year?, Why settle 
for anythiiTR less than >-our chclcu ove; 70 
designs. 70 wiers, ci*^m made and shipped to 
you in 30 doys c; less. Call 800-456-9599 ext.
222 Fred brochuic, dr visit our u/ebsitc at 
v/ww. AinwicaiiLealhor.com.

79, Gracious Stylo- Exquisite selection of labie- 
lop luxuries, including fine Europsen table linens, 
porcelain, cryaal, ond sterling silver. Custom sizes 
and monagramm.jig ovaiiablo. For more informa- 

pro-engineered pavilions and gazebos. Constructed non « a comptimcntivy catelag, please call 888- 
of Western Red tucdar. !g; testing beauby, and pro- 828-7170 or'/Isit us at wwv/ST«cii3M«style.com. 
fabriented (or case of in5tnlla*ion. Full color prod- 
i/cl porttolip. ".■ww.d-ittonpsvilten'-.com.
5S. Deck Ho'isR, Inn.; 'Justom crafted, erchitccl 
designed post ° benm homes. Visit our -.■/eb-sltc 
WWW,dectibouco.com, or call 800-727-3325 fw 
mofb informclten.

14. Larson-JukI: /i great frame touche.' the entire 
room, ndding elegance and personel style. For the 
Best in cjsUkn frames, ask 
tho Craig Ponzio Signzrture 
Juhl. For more informotlon, call 800-886-6126 or 
visit our website at ''.w-/.lnrsoni"hl.ccm.
15. Scully & Scully: Uistinctnre fliits. home fui- 

.nisliings uince 1934, Herend, Haicyoci Days, 
china, crystal, silver, leather gm-ds, tine fumifure, 
lamiB, frames, prirrts, etc,
16. n"rto sand me *11 free items in this categoiy.

80. Lenox, Inc.: is it better to Give cr to 
Rceni'/e’At Lenox ihn »nwrj-(3 belh! Enter te 
vinn one of 3 fabuio.js Lenox Hotldey Prize 
Pacliager., des^ned by Lena: celebrities Ktthin 
(^ Gifford, Colin Cowie er Ketis Brevn. For 
details leg on and enter to win by Dccombw 24th 
at wvft-i.Lennx.com or coll 800-63-'.cnox.

Sur custom framer for 
licciian bv Larson-

57. Design Toccan''- ln??..'cd iccrcolions -.-.'liich 
Will bring the rich troctition? of Eunpewi decorative 8i. Orreforsi Unique, client, hBcdm-.do crystal 
arts to your home and gwmn. Free,
56, Eniltess Pfmlfi'. bonin at htrme m on u x 15' 
pool •steinst n rmooth current adiustsble to any 
speed or ability. Call aOD-^S-OFil cut. 1379 
a FREE brochure- '/A-ft-<.ondiesspoo!--.,com,
59. Fanimrtion: Unlq cc-'iiiiig, fioe/and "-im- 
inounted fans featuring real palm Iciif, -.-/ickcr bam
boo blades. A/oilable in a '/ariety of fki.shes and 
canCgurations, 888-567-2055, 
wwi'/.teomntior'.com.

35. Arthur Bren & Sons (USA) Ltd.: Full coiar 
Brechure 'With selected items picUired and u compa
ny history 'Vith descript'on nf maniirscti-o'ig melfi- frem Sweden, Cinssic and contemporary b.'i'ware, 

stems, candlesticks, decanters and giftvvnrn. Far ■' 
free txtKhuro, call 800-351-9842.
02. Sipiibon- For nc'"’ly a cont'jr/. the macler 
glassmekers and desigrars of Steuben hove 
beer crafting the finest cryafol into gifts of rnre 
and timeless beaut-;. Seosonnl catalog, $2. Full 
color Annual catntog S8, Call 300-424-4240.
03. Viotri; Bring art to the tabiC with Victrrs 
Italian design, guaiity. and style. Vlctri lends trends 
and creates classics with our lteli»n handcrafted 
gifts, ij;ccs:or:ss, an't dinr.er.varc. Imesistlbly 
tallanl Free hmsiinrc. "o; o rtofo nesr vnii, call 
800-277-5933 or "iP't"/.''mt'i.norn.

ods.
3B. Avory RfiPTilmai! LldyHead-Bad-
Maiicf»cturw5 of Imc cu-ttom rotes, ssfabeds, 
Chaim, ottomans, daybeds. mistrim bedding, .nnti 
hi-nsc.-c. cmaio” nnd price lift, S35, To the trade, 
37. B&C Italia: Forihedf-eier nEsres'you, please 
call BOO-R72-1697,

for
17. Cailfornia Culinary Ac'dr-my; Programs 
Include AOS degree in Cuil"<;iy Arts, certificate 
Baking and Pasby Arts. Coritiii /ins Ed jcali-jii and 
Consume.- Educat.on, For more infifmation. call 
800-229-CHEF or '.■ZiY'.vbaychcf.ccm.

36. Ballatil Dnsi^s; We nfler dirt.inctive 
(uriiishmp, I’csenls, l.ghtin;], .nrbvork /mO rugs to 
Inspire W"r <wi;i dee-T-sti-’g sh'te. Free cftteir*, 
.39. Br'’’h3f(!» r"mit""- Company 
The Sienna Cnlisction irispircd iry the f'vmir'able 
terrain and impressive rrl.stic ho.lagc of the 
T'cean-y ri^icn of Italy. Slcnni r-ombinr? n-ric. 
nental styling -ulth fine croflsm/.n^hip. 

text.,as for tno home. Rabefl A,ten has 17 corporate Bemherdi-fumiture maxers s.iicc 1883. 
full ser/ico stW.'.TCcm? acroui (tie Un.tcd States and w/v//hcrnh*rrtlfi'rr,iHirt;cofr C-rtv-yi,
Canada and a nai,omrido mrtworK ct sales represen- 
talires. For more infsmiaton, in the US chIi 800- 
240-8189 and in C*ni«da 800-363-3020.

60. Pozzi Wood Windnws'- l-ianbzrsfted in 
Bend, Oregon by
;‘/Cf!\,
fill y-'iir homo "/ith ".-ftfmth nfid bosi.ity. "The Art 
O' iSzzi’ will c'jjrJc yon lhre'.,"Ji '.be detnil? n! 
ehr'nsinj the rljht v/indrr.v ter yc'i, frrrm styl 
energy efficiency. Fo-Ki Wood '.'jlndm-/?. 800-257- 
9663 ext. lilSi'IG, VA-ft'.'.po7.zi.eom FREE.
6f. R. .foiies ;nif Assnrirrt«n Inn. Oi'-tinciive 
denig-i combirwd with lux-mcc.'i comfort. Available iii 
a collection of exc,ub.,tc textiles,thougnttelly created 
U) enhance tho frYiii and fur,c*von of ou: seating col- 
i“Cti'’n?. T"Wi!os *nd furni’i-re piiaii-ibi/i sepwnteiy, 
62, Spiral Stair, of .Apisrica, Inn.: O ia-nd, spi

ral end Mre^ht sta.ia, mct*i and eight cpssi** of 
h»r't',./r«te. From 8400. For I’noro ;-w?fm*tbn, cnll 
300-422-3700; email ;p;r*l®efi®.fict or "I’it our 

rpiraist.^.
B-"’. 'Valpo!' ‘Vr'-twofhcr: C. -- .q- it-nd enf'en 
ten-r; fr'tm Mnrtheni Whiti Cednr s,ncc 1533. 
CatciOii arbars, gates, pergoi.'rs, sm’ll

.'J nr i."' ’’•'ir '"'tty U-m'.c tena; .tylt-i. Ore,..' 
ft-ir 1C5 pag-i color cattl'jc. SIC. Uomphfnnntcrv 
i-t ..•-it.‘‘i j“U;.ti.;;,;. Rfcch ,ru te?l nine o"r r;«rden 

ii'iteri. SOO-SA-n-fiOlp.
64, P'.-uv .-ciH nv 1 i tern .feme .n i-- fegrr-,

roe., v'hri take pride in thoii 
irtc'.'^i and pafin Ooors will18. Pollack; The PeINch lextito cdlEction is tho 

■cpnomci ol innoveti'.t design c-’iiPicd "/ith excep- 
tionni qi/nllly, The tins con^  ̂n( o-.t.r CSC fatstiC'. 
including sheer, 'reivnte, ;liks and jacquards.
If). RBhnrt Allan: Tho largest divlbutorof fins

V. Piii'asc snnd mn nil free items n thin entr^ofy.
0 to

85. Celebrity Cr'jiccs: Cruise '.vi;h CEiebrity to 
Alasku, Bermudii, the CsrIbSean, Europo. Hai-raii, 
South .Aroertcn, nr Trara-Omol, Cail 800-235-3274.40. Century Furniture Indnslrlw-^ .'mpletc 

design resc-rcc, Send for a 36-pagc booklGl fes
ter .tig bedroom, ll'iing room, and dmlr® 
scl'Kbons from mere than ,20 m n-T collaidjonr. 
Wc make -’■’sy tn (,nd ‘.'/hcl jwi warn In realize 
you: flre-irr.. 45. C-.il :570-8c2-C352 -i' ;--'t r.-ir 
i-rr-brite *t '.'A-.'-.'-.ft'-'r iryf •rr’ir-ire.-'-’ni.
41. Design G«nle nf tfK- Amedcnm E-^wrorelineiy 
•vmid-clasr. chopp.'s huhJo a pidfer'-Trel 77'’.000 
oq'.'rt'ifOTtdesignem'pv.tertL'T,re ’.E 
of oxcls'fvc Tine firmrd,rri, tebtu;, hncnrig, "'T'T'ng, 
imehen, b.-th, cn, .mriqiicr.rnd ooce'ctivc acc~v

Ccmpl.mcrtnr; i ,,a;-.ii '.nix'Tftn'A.
nftem r.nnsumnr ncoe*". rwl rJvxip'ng ■^s‘''.tew'u

86. Andersen' '.Vimlo".'s 
Andare?;' Wlndo”/s ntfem i-'Ortyprcof durnPlliiy 
and b"»cllljl '.raft-imairhip, FREE infermatinn 
hoios you through your entire preject. Call 
800-426-4261 o: "isit Ol'r '.i/oosite: 
'.■nw/.ondPrtanwindown.nom.
87. FiirnfR 5"n<t mn .ui fr«>n ir-mr. ,;i I'l'i v.'*»wy.

7i!r nonm;
20. A'"':;; Gif! Cheques; F"- mnre infmm'’*.''r. 
pte--cni! R77-nofc.iqiff.

' 21. Charles Schwab A Co. lire.; Pte-Nzcall 800- 
590-7269, v&it is ot -.vwwstSivRib.eomAouiv/ond, or 
stop tz/ one u| our a-nr 360 officer. n"*i7rr,vidn.
22 MasterCard” l/asr-uCnnr'.'uc di.n.i.-fter. 
great prices on superior "acstici, packages and 
cruls/s. Speak to an expert rravci cunsulL-nt toan<. 
on 800-458.3055, For IrKrcflb! 
ter teduy for MHstaCnpfr," Exel'Wl'.in-, orline at 
'.•iww.m'"tereugd.cnr-'„
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case from E. Braun & Co., NYC. 800-372-7286. 
Drapes, Lafayette velvet from Manuel Canovas, 
through Cowtan & Tout, NYC. To architects 
and designers. 212-753-4488. Pages 126-127, 
Glace in guava from Donghia Textiles and Eurni- 
ture, NYC. Lining. Cowtan chintz in ruby 
red from Cowtan & Tout. Lacar Nappa in Rubin 
from Dualoy Inc., NYC. Through architects 
and de.signers. 212-736-3360. Sheer drapes, Rous
sillon in blanc from Old World Weaver.s,
NYC. Through architects and designers. 212- 
355-7186. Lamp. Gracious Home. Pillows, 
Christopher Hyland, Inc., NYC. Through archi
tects and designers, 212-688-6121. Fashion 
illustrations by Serge Matta, Gaierie Obvier 
Wacelet, Paris. 011-33-1-43-26-07-87. Page 
128, DTV 991 by Runco International. 800- 
241-RUNCO. runco.com. Dualoy Inc., NYC. 
Available through architects and designers. 
212-736-3360. Page i29.Malmaison Antiques, 
NYC. Through architects and designers. 
212-288-7569, Gordon Watson Ltd., I-ondon. 
011-44-207-589-3108. gordon-watson@btinter- 
net.com. Ellen Kern Fine Arts, NYC. 212-472- 
7721. ekern@nyc.rr.com, lonion Marble Inc. Bar 
ware, BaccaratTranquility Collection crystal 
tumbler, decanter, and highballs. 800-777-0100. 
Tray, Christian Liaigre, Holly Hunt.

THE POWER OF RED Pages 130-137
John Landrum Bryant. John Landrum Bryant 
Gallery, NYC. 212-935-0999. Interior designer, 

|aun Pablo Molyneux, J.B. Molvneux Studio. 
NYC. 212-628-0097. Page 130, stool by 

J.P. Molyneux Studio. Page 131, Manuel 
Canovas through Cowtan Srlbut,

\ NYC. To architects and designers. 

I 212-647-6900. Old World 
■ m Weavers, NYC. Through archi-
w tects and designers. 212-355-7186.

John Landrum, John Landrum 
Bryant Gallery. Chandeliers 
and faux shagreen coffee table, 

k Philippe Antonioz available at
\ Nicole Farhi Home Collection,

j NYC. 212-223-8811, nicolefarhi- 
m homenv<I'hotmail-com. Couch, 

M chaise and parclunent-covered 
table, J.P. Studio. Shades in Saint 

Laurent red by Yves Saint Laurent for 
Clarence House, N^C. Through archi

tects and designers. 212-752-2890. Carpet, 
Pinton, Paris. 011-33-1-40-02-90-50. 
Page 132, Musee Carnavalec, Paris, on- 
33-1-44-59-58-31. Scaszek Kotowski. 

914-762-4357. Chair, Bernard Stenitz, Paris. 011- 
33-1-42-89-40-50. Upholstery by Sabina Fay 
Braxton, Paris. Tlirough architects and designers. 
011-33-1-46-57-11-62. In the US., NYC. 212-535- 
2587. sbraxton@clubinternet.fr. Page 133, John 
Bryant, John Landrum Bryant Gallery. Carpet. 
Pinton. Sculptures, Pierre DuMonteil. Pillow, 
Ixiretta Caponi, Florence. 011-39-055-21-36-68. 
Couch, J.P Studio. Upholstery, Clarence 
House. Page 134, Stroheim & Romaim, NYC. 
Through architects and designers. 718-706-7000. 
Drape embroidery, Lesage, Paris. 011-33-1-48-24- 
14-20. nathaUevibert@clubintemet.fr. Carpet, 
Pinton. Ottoman designed by J.P Molyneux 
Studio, tabric by Sabina Fay Braxton. Chair, 
Bernard Steinitz, Paris. 011-33-1-42-89-40-50. 
Sconces, John Landrum Bryant Gallery. Tassel, 
M &J Trimming Co., NYC. mjtrim.com. 
intb@mjtrim.com. 212-391-9072. John Landrum 
Bryant, John Landrum Bryant Gallery. Tub and 
sink, J.P Molyneux Studio. Robe, Loretta 
Caponi, Page 135, Bedside table, John Landrum 
Bryant, John I.andrum Bryant Gallery. Drape 
behind bed, Sabina Fay Braxton. Buried elm 
armchair, lohn Hobbs Ltd., London. 011-44-207- 
730-8369. johnhobbsltd.com. info@johnhobbs. 
demon, co.uk. Stool, J.E Molyneux Studio.
Carpet border. John Landrum Bryant Gallery,

TWENTIES-TWENTIES VISION 
Pages 120-129

Interior designer, John Barman, John Barman 
Inc. Design and Decoration, NYC. 212-838-9443. 
All carpet is Liverpool sisal from Stark Carpet 
Corp., NYC. Through architects and designers. 
212-752-9000. Flowers by Matthew David. 
NYC. 212-627-2086. matthewdavidevents.com. 
Pages I20-I2I, Ron DiDonoo Architects PC, 
Brooklyn, NY. 718-788-2751. idonnassociates 
@attgiobaI.net. Holly I lunt, through architects 
and designers, 800-446-1313. Dartmouth velvet 
in willow from LeeJofa, NYC. Through archi
tects and designers. 800-453-3563, J. Robert Scott, 
NYC. Through architects and designers. 800- 
322-4910. Window grating, DeAngdis Iron 
Work, Easton, MA. 888-ORN-lRON. deangelis- 
iton.com. info@deangelisiron.com. Windows by 
Hope’s Windows, Inc. Through architects and 
designers. 716-665-5124, hope.swindows.com. 
Chair upholstery, Boude cords in platinum 
from J. Robert Scott. Page 122, Alfred Auguste 
Janniot, De Lorenzo, NYC. 212-249-7575. Daniel 
Scuderi Antiques Inc., NYC. 212-947-2499. 
danidscuderi.com. info@danidscuderi.com. 
Upholstery, from J. Robert Scott. Marble 
by lonion Miuble Inc. 718-274-1997. ionionmar- 
ble.com. ionionmarble@aol.com. Bowl by Andre 
Thuret, Primavera Gallery Inc., NYC. primaver- 
agallery.com. hm8o8@aol.com. Coffee table 
from Sotheby’s, NYC. 800-444-3709. 
sochcbvs.com. Bronze Dore sconce by Jean 
Pascaud, Alan Moss. Page 123, La Forge 
Fran^aise Ltd., Southampton, NY. 631- 
287-4270. Drapes, Corfu in salt 
from Rogers & Gnffigon Ltd.,
NYC. ‘I'hrough architects and 
designers. 212-888-3242. French 
Deco chairs, Macklowe 
Gallery Ltd., NYC. 212-644- 
6400. macklowegallery.com, 
e-mail@macklowegalle ty.com.
Upholstery, Kaeki in wil
low from J- Robert Scott.
Gaveau piano, Maximiliaan's 
House of Grand Pianos Inc.,
NYC. pianomax.com. maxrut- 
ten@akula.com. La Tentation ser
pent lamp by Edgar Brandt, from 
Macklowe Gallery Ltd. Shade from 
Daura Boutique, NYC, 212-355-2060. 
daum.com. Couch from Jonas Uphol 
stery Inc., NYC. Through archi
tects and designers. 212-691-2777.
Upholstery, Byzantine Vdvet in 
wdlow from J. Robert Scott, Bouchcron lac
quered panel, Alan Moss.Table lamp, Alan 
Moss. Vase by Andre Thuret from Primavera 
Gallery Inc. Page 124, Christie's, NYC. 212- 
636-2000. christies.com. Ciancimino Ltd., 
London. 011-44-207-730-9950. ciancimino.com. 
info@ciancimino.com. Chair upholstery, 
Museum mohair in charcoal from Joseph Nobel, 
through Pollack, NYC. To architects and 
designers. 212-421-8755. Ruhlmann sconces. 
Gallery Landcrot, Paris. 011-33-1-43-26-71-13. 
Drapes, Challis Grid in smoke from J. Robert 
Scott. The Elephant Trainer painting by Paul 
Jouve, Christie’s- Stemware, Tiffany &
Co. 800-526-0649. Plates from Wedgwood, 
Waterford Wedgwood USA Inc. 800-896-9896 
(East) or 800-896-9897 (West). Silverware 
from Christofle. 8t7-PAVIU,on. Napkins from 
Gracious Home, NYC. 800-338-7809 (East) or 
800-237-3404 (West), gracioushome.com. cast- 
side orwe.stside@gracioushome.com. Alabaster 
and metal sconces from Jean Karajian Gallery 
Inc. Through architects and designers. 212- 
751-6728- Page 125, Alan Moss, NYC. 212-473- 
1310. Rene Prou, Donzclla, NYC. 212-965-8919. 
donzella.com. donzella@gateway.net. Flora 
coverlet and eurosham, Lictta boudoir pillow 
sham, and Liana embroidered sheet and pillow

' T. " :
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ITALY
VIUjI UENTALS 
PREE iiat.akm;

eparkcrcompany.com
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America's Largest Victorian Catalog 
Send $3 to Magnolia Hall (Oept. HGI20) 

SS15 Haven Wood Trail, Roswell, QA 30076
or call (404)351-1910

DOMESTIC BLISS 
Pages 33-68

1-800-955-5282
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Carpet trom Lacey-C.hampion. Inc., Atlanta, 
GA, Through architects and designers. 706-337- 
^355. Hunnicut & Associates Inc. 718-599-7777. 
Page 137, bedspread and pillow, Damasco 
Impcrio, Clarence House. Wall covering, 
Cazaraance in braise red t'rom Old World 
Weavers. Ibis sculpture, Pierre DuMontcil.

755-3800. lizobncngaIlcry@nisn.com. Bucccllati, 
NYC. 212-308-2900. bucceilati.com. Page 
157, Cartier. 800-CARTlER. Cristal Saint-Louis. 
800-238-5522. Nieman Marcus. 888-944-9888. 
niemanmarcus.com. I lermes. 800-44' -4488. 
Georgjensen, NYC. 212-759-6457. Page 158, 
Kentshire Antiques at Bergdorf Goodman.

212-872-8652. Calvin Klein Home, NYC.

§
877-256-7373. Page 159, Italian Wine 

Merchants, NYC. 212-473-2323. Page 
161, Gansevoort Gallery, NYC. 212- 
633-0555. gansei'oortgallerycom. 
info@gansevoortgallcry.com. Tiffany 

& Co. 800-526-0649. Lalique. 800-

________ 993-2580. Orrefors. 800-351-
9842. orrefors.com. Page 162, 
Pamela .Sunday Ceramics, 

NYC. 212-925-4141. psunday@

I ■ carthlink.ner. Alan Moss, NYC. 212- 
11 473-1310. Page 163, Verdura, NYC. 
f 212-758-3388. Baccarat. 800-777- 

0100. Steuben. 800-424-4204. 
siculienxom. Page 164,James 
Robinson Inc., NYC. 212-752-6166. 
Gardner & Barr, NYC. 212-752- 

0555. Page 165, Ariadne Galleries, NYC. 212-772- 
3388. Troy, NYC. 888-941-4777.

MAGNETIC NORTH Pages 166-173
All Poul K[aerholm furniture through Thomas 
Kjaerholm, Rungsted Kyst, Denmark, 011-45-45- 
76-56-56. kjaerholms.dk. info@kjacrholms.dk. 
Pages 166-167, cabinets near window, Mogens 
Koch, Rud.Rusmussen.Snckerier. Qii-45- 
35-39-62-33. rudrasmussen.dk. mail@nidras- 
mussen.dk. Pages 168-169, Wohnbedarf, Basel, 
Switzerland, on-41-61-295-90-90. wohn- 
bcdarf.com, info@wohnbedarf.com. Louis 
Poulsen, Copenhagen, Denmai'k, 011-45-33-73- 
94-57. louispoulscn.com. info@louispoulsen. 
com. In the US., Poulsen Lighting Inc.,
Ft. l-auderdale, FL. 954-349-2525. Page 170, 
silverware by Kaj Bojesen, plates by Grethc 
Meyer, glasses by Anja Kjacr, all available 
at Illums Bolighus, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

011-45-33-14-19-41. royalscandinavia.dk, Bowl 
by Alev Ebuzziya Sie.sbye, Garth Clark 
Gallery, NYC. 212-246-2205. garthclark.com. 
ccramics@idt.net. Page 173, Son Yanagi 
butterfly stool, MoMA Design Store. 800-793- 
3167. momastore.org. Shelves by Mogens 
Koch, Rud.Rasmussen.Snekcrier.

Page 178, Christofle, Paris. 011-33-1-49-33-43-00. 
In the U.S., 877-paV51.),ok. Laduree, Paris. 011-33- 
1-40-75-08-75. laduree.fr. laduree@wanadoo.fr.
Le Poin^on, Brussels, on-32-2-512-09-30. Jean- 
Louis Coquet, 011-33-5-55-56-08-28, In U.S., 
call Lalique, 800-993-2580. CatherineJoyaux. 
Paris. 011-33-6-10-11-45-45. Damask tablecloth. 
Pierre Frey. Dishes, Villeroy & Boch, Paris. 

011-33-1-34-45-21-10. In the U.S., 8oo-villi;roy. 
villcroy-boch.com. Glassware, Lalique, Paris. 

011-33-1-53-05-12-T2. In the US., call 800-993-2580. 
Napkins, Penelope. Silverware, Lc Poin^o 
Bow on chair, Catherine Joyaux. Teacup, Jean- 
Louis Coquet. Rug, Etude clc Maitre de M. 
Nicolay, Paris, oii-33-i-42-46“75-io. Page i8t, 
rug, Etude de Maitre de M, Nicolay. Page 
183. Penelope, Paris. 011-33-1-45-00-90-90. 
pcnelope@ penelope.asso.fr. Tolies de Mayenne, 
Mayenne, France. 011-33-2-43-00-34-80.

PHOTO CREDITS
Page 62, courtesy Constance Spry, Ltd.

CORRECTIONS
In the September issue, handle (a) on page 88 
wa.s dc.signed by Richard Meier. In the Novem
ber issue, on page 140, Daniel Ost is standing 
in Andre Deviesh's nursery amid Deviesh’s 
topiaries-, on page 54. the St. Germ-aine throw is 
from Ralph Lauren.

Y IN THE SKY Pages 138-145
Architect, Steven Holl, .Steven Roll 
Architects, NYC- 212-629-7262. 
stevenholl.com. mail@stevenholl.com. 
Windows, Marvin Windows &
Doors. 800-537-8268. marvin.com.
Shelves, 'Ihe Orchard Group,
NYC. 718-384-7971, otter- 
bine@mindspring.com. Pages 
142-143, Moko rocket vase by 
Jonathan Adler, NYC. 212-941-8950. 
jonarhanadIer.com. Long Matte 
rectangular vase, Aero Ltd., NYC.
212-966-1500. Coffee table, 1
Orchard Group. Couch and chair, J
LC2 by Le Corbusier, Cassina USA. § 
800-770-3568. cassinausa.com.
Floorlamp, Steven Holl Architects. Sculpture by 
Leo Zogmayer. Galerie Eveiyne Canus, Paris. 
011-33-1-42-76-02-48. canus-artgal.com. canus- 
artgal@ altyonis.fr. Page 144, glass cylinder vase. 
Aero Ltd. Lit drawing by Zvi Flecker,Julie M, 
Gallery,'Ibl-Aviv, Israel. 011-972-03-5253389. 
imerart.co.il/juliem. juliemgallcry@ bezekint.net. 
Page 145, Kitchen faucet, Dornbracht US. 800- 

774-1181. dotnbracht.CQm, 
estovall@dornbrachc.com.

n.

HUNTING & 
GATHERING 
Pages 73-80

■ The preceding Is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and approxi
mate list prices in this issue While
extreme care is taken to provide correct information. 
House & Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from sources. All information should be 
verified before ordering any item. Antiques, one-of- 
a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and personal 
collections may not be priced, and some prices have 
been excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY JENNY GAVACS

CLASSICAL LINES Pages 146-153
Fiona Corsini’s clothes, Miss Italy on Holiday 
collection by Domitilla Getty, available at 
Barneys New York, 888-Sbarneys.

COOL + COLLECTED Pages 154-165
Page 154, James II Galleries, NYC. 212-355- 
7040 or fax 212-593-0341. jamestwo.com, 
info@jamcsrwo.com. Breukelcn, NYC. 212- 
645-2216. brcukelen@mindspring.com. Moss, 
NYC. 212-226-2190. store@mossonline.com. 
Page 155, Rosenthal USA Ltd. 800-804-8070. 
roscnthalchina.com. Bemardaud, NYC. 
800-884-7775. bemardaud.I'r. Bardith Ltd. 
Antiques, NYC. 212-737-3775. Bergdorf Good
man. 800-558-1855. Richard Ginori, NYC. 212- 
213-6884. Cloisonne on silver spoon, by Nicholai 
Alexeev, S375, Leo Kaplan Ltd., NYC, 212-249- 
6766. leokaplan.com, leokapIan@mind- 
spring.com. Sterling duck .spoon, S145, Janet 
Mavec & Co., NYC. 212-517-7665. Page 156, 
William Lipton Ltd,, NYC. 212-751-8131. Asprey 
& Garrard. 800-883-2777. Dimson Homma, 
NYC. 212-439-7950. Atelier Viollet Co., 
Brooklyn, NY. 718-782-1727. ateiierviollet.com, 
maiI@ateliervioliet.com. Liz O’Brien, NYC. 212-

SAVOIR VIVRE Pages 174-183
Page 174, Les Ateliers du Lude, through 
architects and designers. 011-33-2-43-94-99-41. 
Cotton-covered pillow. Pierre Frev, Paris, 
Throng architects and designers, ou-33-1-44-77- 
35-92. In the US., 212-213-3099. Page 177, 
wreath, Catherine Joyaux, Paris. 011-33-6-10-11- 
45-45. Carpet on .stairs. Saint Madou, through 
architects and designers. 011-33-3-20-81-56-77.
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Swim or exercise against a smooth 
current adjustable to any speed or ability. 
Ideal for swimming, water aerobics, 
rehabilitation and fun. The 8'x 15' Endles 
Poor is simple to maintain, economical to 
run, and easy to install inside or outdoors.

For Free Video Call 
(800)233-074h Ext 1386
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or write Endless Pools, Inc. _
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by veronique vienne

_ OME MISCHIEVOUS SOul 

at House if Garden decided that a 
festive collection of 1967 holiday 
recipes by culinary master James 
Beard should be presented by 
Ebenezer Scrooge, the miserly 
hero of Charles Dickens’s A 
Christmas Carol. Scrooge, “hard 
and sharp as flint—solitary as an 
oyster,” was worlds apart from the 
jovial, six-foot-three, 300-pound 
Beard. But opposites attract. 
Ironically, both men conjured 
up visions of brandied puddings 
and candied fruitcakes— Scrooge 
because he .scorned the Yuletide 
baked goods, and Beard because 
he couldn’t resist their finger- 
licking appeal.

For Beard, who counted the 
sugar-powdered Christmas fruit 
bread pictured here among his 
favorite confections, the holiday 
season was a chance to revisit 
his happy childhood in Portland, 
Oregon, a time of bountiful meals 
prepared by his devoted and 
eccentric English mother. Almost 
certainly familiar with the Dickens 
tale, he must have felt a kinship 
with the Ghosts of Christmas 
Past, Present, and Future, who 
enlightened the parsimonious 
Scrooge by forcing him to witness 
a series of merry Christmas par
ties. For almost half a century 
a renowned authority on good 
eating and good living, Beard 
believed in the redemptive power 
ofsharing food with friends.
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With recipes by James Beard, the editors spread holiday cheer
g
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